
German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland 
Open Show 20th February 2016 
Judge Ms. Melissa Starkey 
 
STOCK COATS 
JUNIOR DOG 
1. CASTASTAR ERAGON (*Xaro von der Plassenberg aED) x *Ch Castastar Alexi AZ PT ET)  
 
BEST DOG   CASTASTAR ERAGON 
 
BABY PUPPY BITCH  
1. KANTENNA EAZY STREET (*Ch. Indio Di Casa Nobili HD-ED Imp Italy) x *Kantenna Mardi Gras AZ)  
JUNIOR BITCH  
1. DEBBAR DJ VU (*Ch. Indio Casa Di Nobili (Imp Italy) x *Debbar Varuni AZ)   
2. JAYKRI RUBY TUESDAY AZ (*Andacht Uknow Im It AZ x *Jaykri Kameko CCD CDX) 
3. ABELARA XENA (*Enosch di Casa Nobili a ED (Italy) x *Ch. Abelara Kind Spirits AZ CCD TD ET RN)   
INTERMEDIATE BITCH 
1. *DEBBAR BELLA AZ (*Ch. Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Debbar Varuni AZ 
OPEN BITCH 
1.             *Ch. GRANDSPY COLLETTE UP IN FLAMES AZ (*Andacht Feel The Fire AZ  x *Grandspy Aztec  AZ)  
 
BEST BITCH       DEBBAR DJ VU 
RESERVE BITCH      *DEBBAR BELLA AZ 
BEST STOCK COAT  DEBBAR DJ VU   
RESERVE STOCK COAT *DEBBAR BELLA AZ 
  
LONG STOCK COATS 
JUNIOR BITCH  
1.  BRONACRE MONEY MONEY MONEY (*Ch Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bronacre Dark Diamond AZ 
 
BEST LSC  BRONACRE MONEY MONEY MONEY     
 
BEST IN SHOW   DEBBAR DJ VU  
RESERVE IN SHOW  *DEBBAR BELLA AZ  
 



Working Dog Club of Queensland 30th April 2016 
German Shepherd Dogs 
Ms. Sharon Ballantyne 
 
Stock Coats 
Baby Puppy Dog 
1st  KAYGARR ARKO (*Ch Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp Norway)   
5 Months 
Very Promising 
Minor Puppy Dog 
1st  KAYROSSI HASHTAG LOGO (*Logo v Radhaus a ED (Imp Serbia) x *Kayrossi Ms Behaving AZ)  
8.5 Months 
Medium strong, slightly compact male of good type, good head and expression however the under jaw should be slightly 
stronger, normal wither, firm back, slightly short croup, good fore and hind quarter angulation, slightly short under chest, 
stands not quite correct in front, correct going, elbows still to firm, shows balanced movement.  
Very Promising 
Puppy Dog 
1st  KARHAM WAIT YOUR TURN (*Ch. Indio di Casa Nobili HIT HD-ED (Imp Italy) H-Neg IPO1 x *Ch Karham Worth 

The Wait HT AZ)  
9 Months 
Medium strong, well pigmented firm and dry puppy, good head and expression with strong upper and lower jaw, stands 
with a high wither, firm back, slight short slightly steep croup, upper arm could be longer and better angled, good fore 
and slightly short under chest, good length of foreleg, moves slightly wide going, correct coming, stands not quite 
correct in front, shows balanced movement however both forehand reach and hind quarter drive should be more effective. 
Very Promising 
Junior Dog 
1st  CASTASTAR ERAGON AZ (*Xaro von der Plassenberg aED (Imp Deu) x *Ch Castastar Alexi ET PT AZ)  
15 Months 
66cm Very large, strong robust correctly proportioned dog, with a well-constructed head, strong upper and lower jaw, 
slightly infirm ears, dark eye, stands with a high wither, slightly infirm back, good length of croup just slightly steep, good  
fore and hindquarter angulation, good length of foreleg, slightly narrow going, stands correct in front, slightly loose elbows,  
during movement shows very good reach and drive however the ligamentation over the backline should be more 
convincing and I would like to see the colour & pigmentation on the dog stronger. 
Very Good 
Open Dog 
1st  *CH INDIO di CASA NOBILI (Imp Italy) HD-ED H-Neg IP01 (*Geck di Casa Nobili SchH2 aED (Swe) x Dolly di 
Casa Nobili HD-ED)   
5 years 10 months 
65cm, large, strong, substantial, correctly proportioned, very well pigmented dog of pleasing type, very good head and 
expression, with strong upper and lower jaw, very good ear set and correct dark eye, stands with a high wither firm back 
well molded croup, upper arm could still be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation good fore and 
slightly deep under chest development, stands correct in front, correct going and coming, shows very good movement 
where the ligamentation over the back is convincing. 
2nd *CH XARO von der PLASSENBERG (Imp Deu) a ED H Neg (*Remo vom Fichtenschlag SCH111 aED (Deu) x 

*Wendy von der Piste Trophe aED)  
5 years 5.5 Months 
65.5 very large, medium strong, slightly elongated expressive dog of very good type, good head and expression, 
slightly low set ears, stands with a normal wither with a slight nick behind, firm back, good croup, good fore and very good 
hindquarter angulation, good length of foreleg, very good fore and under chest development, stands correct in front, 
moves correct going and coming, shows very good far reaching movement with very good hindquarter drive. 
Excellent 
 
Challenge Dog   *CH INDIO di CASA NOBILI (Imp It) A ED H-Neg IP01 
Reserve Challenge Dog  CH XARO von der PLASSENBERG (Imp Deu) a ED H Neg   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Baby Puppy Bitch 
1st CASTASTAR FALLON (*Ch Jacknell Coz I'm TNT AZ x *Castastar Delilah HT AZ) 3 Months 
2nd PURPLEMAX MEG MAC (Bluemax Biskit AZ x *Bluemax Tiger Tears AZ) 5 Months 

3rd KAYROSSI ATHENA (*Andacht Uknow Im It AZ x *Ch Sannjesa Hot Gossip AZ) 5.75 Months 

4th  KAYGARR AFINA (*Ch Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp Norway) 5 Months 

Very Promising 
Minor Puppy Bitch 
1st  KAYROSSI LOGOLICIOUS (*Logo v Radhaus HD ED (Imp Serbia) x *Kayrossi Ms Behaving AZ)  
8.5 Months 
Medium strong, correctly proportioned firm and dry puppy, good head and expression however the underjaw should be 
stronger, stands with a high wither, firm back, good croup, good fore and under chest development for her age, good 
length of foreleg, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front and correct going and coming, 
shows good movement, very firm for her age but shows a slight cast in her tail.   Very Promising 
Puppy Bitch 
1st  AMBALA FUNKY WHISPERS (*Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu) x *Ambala Funky Chic AZ HT)       

11.5 Months 

Strong, slightly compact puppy of good type, well-constructed head with strong upper and lower jaw, slightly light eye, 
stands with a normal wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, 
good fore and slightly short under chest development, stands correct in front, elbows still to firm, shows balanced 
movement. 
Very Promising 
Junior Bitch 
1st  CASTASTAR EVITA HIT (*Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Castastar Alexi ET PT AZ)  
15 Months  
61cm Very large, strong, richly coloured and pigmented female of very pleasing type, very good head and expression with 
very good strength of upper and lower jaw, correct eye colour, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, very good 
croup, good fore and pronounced hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, slightly loose going and coming, shows 
powerful movement however I would still like to see the ligamentation over the backline more convincing. 
2nd  AMBALA PLAYBOY BUNNY (*Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu) x *Ambala Funky Miss AZ HT)  

17.5 Months 

61cm, Very large medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of good type, very good head and expression, normal wither, 
firm back, good croup, upper arm could be longer and better angled, good hindquarter angulation, correct length of 
foreleg, good fore and under chest development for her age, stands correct in front, moves correct going, elbows still to 
firm, shows very good movement transmitted through a firm back, presented slightly out of coat today. 
3rd  DEBBAR DJ VU AZ (*Ch. Indio Di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Debbar Varuni AZ) 1 

5 Months 

58.5cm Above medium size, medium strong, slightly compact very well pigmented female, with a good head however has 
a light eye colour, stands with a normal wither, slight nick behind, firm back slightly short slightly steep croup, 
The upper arm could be longer and better angled, good length of fore leg, good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulation, good fore and very short under chest development, stands correct in front, moves correct going and coming, 
shows balanced movement however falls slightly on the forehand, presented in a firm and dry condition. 
Very Good 
Intermediate Bitch 
1st  KAYROSSI TWISTED RUMOURS AZ (*Ch. Indio di casa Nobili HD ED (Italy) x *Ch Sannjesa Hot Gossip AZ) 

19.5 Months 
61cm Very large, medium strong, slightly compact female of good type and outlook, well-constructed head however I 
would like to see masking on the face darker, stands with a normal wither, firm back, good croup, upper arm could be 
longer and better angulated, good fore and under chest development, very good hind angulation, stands correct in front, 
moves correct coming and going, shows very good movement where both the reach and drive are convincing, presented 
in good condition today. 
2nd  DEBBAR BELLA AZ (*Ch. Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Debbar Varuni AZ)  

22 Months 

61cm, Very large, richly pigmented, correctly proportioned female of good type, good head and expression, very good ear 
set, medium eye colour, good length of neck, stands with a high wither, firm back and well moulded croup of good length, 
upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good hind quarter angulation, very good fore and under chest 
development, stands correct in front, moves correct going, slightly loose coming, shows balanced movement transmitted 
through a firm back,  
Very Good 
 



Open Bitch 

1st   *BLUEMAX JOLIE AZ (*Ch. Jimmy vom Baruther Land a-ED (Imp Deu) x Bluemax Tanzin AZ)  

4 years 3.5 Months 

59cm, Large, medium strong, correctly proportioned female who is very well coloured and coated, expressive head, 
However the underjaw should be stronger, slightly infirm ears, stands with a normal wither, firm back, well moulded 
croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulation, very good length of foreleg, good fore and under chest 
development, stands straight when viewed from front, slightly upright pasterns, moves correct going and coming, shows 
very good movement, with powerful hindquarter drive, she is presented in a firm and dry condition. 
2nd *CH CASTASTAR ALEXI AZ (*Zony v Haus Gerstenberg aED (Imp Gmy) x Ch Astasia Cinnamon RN ET HT AZ)  

5 years 3 Months 

60.5cm, Very large, strong, correctly proportioned, well-constructed brood type female, very good head and expression, 
correct eye colour, strong upper and lower jaw, normal wither, slightly infirm back, good croup, good fore and pronounced 
hindquarter angulation, stands not quite correct in front with slightly infirm pasterns, good fore and slightly deep under 
chest development, slightly loose coming and going, shows very good ground covering movement with very good 
sequence of steps. 

3rd  *KAYROSSI BE WITCHED HT AZ (*Pepe v d Zenteiche HD-ED (Imp Deu) x Kayrossi Ms Demeanour AZ)  
2 Years 5.5 Months 
60.5cm Very large strong, correctly proportioned brood type female with a very good head and expression, slightly low ear 
set, good length of neck, normal wither, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulation, normal chest proportions, stands correct in front, correct going, slightly loose coming, shows powerful far 
reaching movement transmitted through a firm back, presented in very good coat and condition today. 
4th  *CH GRANDSPY COLLETTE UP IN FLAMES AZ (*Andacht Feel the Fire AZ x Grandspy Aztek AZ)  

2 years 10.5 Months 

58.5cm Above medium size, medium strong, correctly proportioned female with good skull planes however slightly large 
infirm ears, very good eye colour, good length of neck, level wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, the upper 
arm could be longer and better angled, good hindquarter angulation, good fore and slightly short underchest development, 
stands correct in front, moves wide going, correct coming, shows balanced movement however I would like to see the 
forehand reach and hind quarter drive more effective, presented slightly out of coat today, slight wearing on the lower 
incisors 
1st – 3rd Excellent, 4th Very Good 
 
Challenge Bitch   *BLUEMAX JOLIE AZ & BEST STOCK COAT 
Reserve Challenge Bitch  *CH CASTASTAR ALEXI AZ 
 

German Shepherd (Long Stock Coat) 
Open Dog 
1st *CH SHERNAA PAKROS HT (IMP UK) a ED IPO2 (*Pakros vom Pendler aED (Gmy) x Shernaa Cookie (UK)  
3 years 10.5 Months 
65.5cm very large, strong, substantial slightly compact, richly pigmented and coloured long stock coat male, of very good 
type and outlook, very good head and expression, correct ear set and correct dark eye, normal wither, firm back, well laid 
just slightly short croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation with lovely short hocks, good fore & slightly short 
under chest development, stands not quite correct in front, moves correct going, slightly loose coming, shows very good 
movement, slightly worn lower incisors, 
Excellent 
 
Challenge Dog    *CH SHERNAA PAKROS HT (IMP UK) a ED 
 
Baby Puppy Bitch 
1st  COSSAVANE TOUCH OF MAGIC (*Juwika Destroyer aED (Imp Denmark) x Cossavane Nadia AZ) 3.5 Months 
Very Promising 
Junior Bitch 
1st  AWESAMSHEP ELLI MAY (AI) (Lararth Vegas (UK) x *Ch Awesamshep Cassia AZ)  
14.5 Months 
57.5cm medium size, medium strong, well-proportioned expressive long stock coat bitch of good type and outlook, good 
head and expression, slightly large ears, good length of neck, level wither, firm back, good croup, good fore and 
hindquarter angulation, good fore and slightly short under chest development, stands correct in front, slightly loose going 
and coming, very good movement with good forehand reach and very good hindquarter drive, I would like to see her 
present herself a little more outgoing. 
Very Good 
 



Intermediate Bitch 
1st   BRONACRE MONEY MONEY MONEY AZ (*Ch Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch Bronacre Dark Diamond ET AZ)   
19 Months 
58.5cm above medium size, medium strong, slightly compact, well coloured and pigmented, expressive long stock coat 
bitch of pleasing type, very good head and expression with correct dark eye, good length of neck, normal withers, firm 
back, slightly short, slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and slightly short 
under chest development, stands correct in front, moves correct going, slightly narrow coming, shows very good 
movement with very good forehand reach and powerful hindquarter drive, presented in very good condition today. 
Very Good 
 
Challenge Bitch   BRONACRE MONEY MONEY MONEY AZ & BEST LONG STOCK COAT 
Reserve Challenge Bitch  AWESAMSHEP ELLI MAY 



Sarina Kennel Club 21st May 2016 
German Shepherd Dogs Ms. Sharon Ballantyne 
	
Stock Coats 
Minor Puppy Dog 
1st   KYOARA GEORGIO (AI) (*Formann v Schloss Rugland a ED x *Briska Kaizen a ED (Imp Gmy) 
7 ½ months Strong slightly elongated puppy of good type and pigmentation. The planes of the skull could 
be stronger. Stands with a high wither, firm back, well moulded croup. Good fore and very good 
hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front.  Moves correct going, slightly loose coming.  
Shows balanced movement. 
Very Promising 
Intermediate Dog 
1st SHEZNOVA ZYMYN (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED x Sheznova Solitaire AZ) 
1 year 10 months 65cm, Large, medium strong, slightly compact, well coated dog with a very good head 
and expression. Good eye colour. Stands with a normal wither, firm back, slightly short well moulded 
croup. Upper arm could be longer and better angled. Good fore & slightly short under-chest development. 
Stands correct in front, slightly narrow going, slightly loose coming, during movement I would like to see 
the forehand reach and hindquarter drive more effective. The dog is presented in very good condition and 
the ligamentation over the back is convincing. 
Very	Good																																																																																											
Open Dog 
1st  *CH. ASTASIA VOIGHT AZ (*Zony vd Haus Gerstenberg a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Astasia Pasha AZ)                                               
5 years 64cm Large, well-proportioned, richly pigmented dog of good type. Very good head and 
expression. Very good skull planes. Very good ear set. Stands with a normal wither slight nick behind, 
slightly infirm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. Upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very 
good hindquarter angulation.  Very good fore and under-chest development.  Stands correct in front, 
moves slightly wide going, correct coming. Shows balanced movement however would like to see the 
ligamentation over the back more convincing. A slight cast in the tail. 
Excellent 
2nd *Sup CH. ANDACHT LAW AND ORDER AZ (*Lawine Erasmus AZ x *Andacht I Am Legacy AZ) 
Missing P1 lower right and P2 upper left. 3 years 8 months 63.5cm Ideal medium size, medium strong, 
well coloured dog of very good type and outlook.  Very good head and expression with strong upper and 
lower jaw. Stands with normal wither, slight nick behind, firm back, good croup, good fore and very good 
hind- quarter angulation. Good fore and under-chest development, correct length of foreleg. Stands 
correct in front, moves correct going and coming.  Shows balanced movement transmitted through a firm 
back. 
Excellent											
 
Challenge Dog:   *CH ASTASIA VOIGHT AZ 
Reserve Challenge Dog:  KYOARA GEORGIO (AI) 
 
Baby Puppy Bitch 
1st JAYZSTYRKE LACED IN GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Andacht Pepery AZ)     
2nd WOLFONYX XAVIERRA (Ch. Stunadel Extreme x Wolfonyx Montana)                                                                                           
Very Promising                     
Minor Puppy Bitch 
1st ALBATA LUCIA (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Ch. Albata Angelina AZ)  
6.5 months, Medium strong, correctly proportioned, well coated, coloured and pigmented puppy of very 
good type, very good head and expression. Correct dark eye, good ear set. Normal wither, firm back, well 
moulded croup, very good fore and pronounced hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front and rear.  
Moves correct going and coming. Shows very good movement. 
2nd ALBATA LUCEE (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Ch. Albata Angelina AZ) 
6.5 months, Medium strong, very well coated, coloured and pigmented puppy of very good type and 
outlook. Good head and expression with correct dark eye. Both the upper and lower jaw should be 
stronger. Stands with a level wither, firm back, good croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulation.  Slightly narrow fore-chest and slightly short under-chest development. Stands not quite 
correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going. Shows balanced movement. 
Graded – Very Promising 
 



 
Junior Bitch 
1st CH.  RHOSYN NEW PLAYTHING AZ (*Hatto vd Huhnegrab a ED (Gmy) x *Rhosyn Hot Koko 

AZ) 
16 months 58.5cm Above medium size, medium strong, slightly compact, richly coloured female of good 
type and outlook, very good head with correct skull planes, however I would like to see masking darker.  
Stands with a normal wither, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hind-
quarter angulation.  Good fore and slightly short under-chest development.  Stands correct in front.  
Moves correct coming and going.  Shows balanced movement with good forehand reach and very good 
hindquarter drive, falls slightly on the forehand.   
Very Good 
Intermediate Bitch 
1st ALBATA IZABELLA AZ (*Hatto vd Huhnegrab a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Ch. Albata Yolee AZ) 
2 years 7 months 57cm Medium size, medium strong, slightly compact bitch of correct type, very good 
head and expression with correct dark eye and very good ear set. Stands with a normal wither, firm back, 
slightly short steep croup. Very good fore and slightly short under-chest development. Stands correct in 
front, shows very good movement where the forehand reach and hind-quarter drive is convincing.  
Presented in not ideal coat condition. 
2nd CH. EMJESTA PRETTY PROWLER AZ (*Pepe vd Zentieche a ED (Imp Gmy) x  

Ch. Avahlee Pretty Girl On The Prowl AZ) 
1 year 7 months 59cm Large, medium strong, slightly stretched female of pleasing type and outlook. Very 
good head and expression, correct skull planes, very good ear set. Stands with a high wither, firm back, 
well-moulded croup just slightly short. Good fore and very good hind-quarter angulation. Normal chest 
proportions, correct length of foreleg, stands correct in front. Correct going, elbows still to firm. Shows 
balanced movement with good forehand reach and very good hind quarter drive, presented in very good 
coat and condition today. 
Very Good 
Australian Bred Bitch 
1st FREESTIEN QWACKED PEPPER AZ (*Ch. Jimmy vd Baruther Land a ED (Imp Gmy) x  

*Ch. Freestien Panda AZ 
3 years 58.5cm Above medium size, medium strong, slightly compact female with good top and 
underline.  Well-constructed head however the eye colour should be darker. Good length of neck, high 
wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hind-quarter angulation. 
Good fore, slightly short under-chest development. Stands correct in front. Slightly narrow going, correct 
coming. Shows balanced movement, however both the forehand reach and hind-quarter drive could be 
more convincing.  She is presented in good coat and condition. 
Very Good 
Open Bitch 
1st BRISKA KAIZEN a ED (Imp Gmy) (*Yankee v Feuermelder a ED x *Cambia vd Ostfriesischen 

Thingstatte a ED) 
4 years 5 months 59cm Large, strong, correctly proportioned brood type female, she has a very good 
head and expression with strong upper and lower jaw. Correct length of neck, high withers, firm back, 
very good length and lay of croup. Very good fore and hind-quarter angulation. Very good fore and 
maximum chest development.  Stands correct in front. Correct going, slightly loose coming. Shows 
powerful far reaching movement with very good hind-quarter drive whilst maintaining a high wither, ideally 
the ligamentation over the back could be a little more convincing. 
Very Good 
2nd LAGO FRANCESCA AZ (*Odin delle Terre Matildiche a ED (Imp Italy)  x *Tiffany di 

Fossombrone a ED (Imp Italy)                                                                                                 
3 years 59.5cm Large, medium strong, correctly proportioned female with an expressive head, slight 
roman nose, under jaw should be stronger. Stands with a normal wither, slight nick behind, firm back with 
a good length of croup that is set slightly steep. Upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good 
length of foreleg, normal chest proportions. Slightly narrow going, loose coming. Stands correct in front, 
shows balanced movement, however falls slightly on the forehand. Presented in a very firm, dry condition 
today.  Slightly worn lower incisors. 
Very Good 
Challenge Bitch  BRISKA KAIZEN a ED (Imp Gmy) 
Reserve Challenge Bitch ALBATA IZABELLA AZ 
Best Stock Coat  BRISKA KAIZEN a ED (Imp Gmy) 
 



 
 
 
Neuter Bitch 
1st CH. BHUACHAILLE HI FLYIN TULLY AZ (* Turbo v Casselswald a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Bhuachaille 

Ramblin Rose AZ                                                                                                                         
5 years 61.5cm Very large, strong, correctly proportioned female of good brood type, very good head and 
expression with correct dark eye. Strong upper and lower jaw. Very good ear set, stands with high wither, 
firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup.  Very good fore and hind-quarter angulation.  Very good 
length of foreleg, normal chest proportions, stands not quite correct in front. Moves correct coming and 
going.  Shows good movement. I would like to see the forehand reach and hind-quarter drive a little more 
expansive. 
 
Long Stock Coats 
 
Open Dog 
1st *CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Denargun 

Kwacker AZ) 
3 years 6 months 63cm Medium size, medium strong, correctly proportioned, well coloured and 
pigmented LSC male of very good type and outlook. Well-constructed head with dark eyes, slightly low 
ear set. Stands with a high wither, firm back, well moulded croup that is slightly short. Very good fore and 
hind-quarter angulation. Very good fore and maximum chest development. Stands not quite correct in 
front.  Slightly wide going, slightly loose coming.  Shows very good movement with very good forehand 
reach and powerful hind-quarter drive. 
Excellent 
 
Challenge Dog   *CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ 
 
Baby Puppy Bitch 
1st DERHARV DUSTED IN GOLD (*Siegen Jack In A Box AZ x *Derharv Gold Dust AZ)                                                                                 
Very Promising 
 
Intermediate Bitch  
1st TERUNIK AWESOME I AM (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Debbar Ultra Magic AZ) 
1 year 11 months 60.5cm Very large, strong, slightly elongated LSC female with a good head and 
expression. Stands with a high wither, slight nick behind, firm back, good croup, upper arm could be 
longer and better angled. Very good hind-quarter angulation.  Slightly narrow fore-chest development. 
Stands not quite correct in front and moves loose going and coming. Shows balanced movement with 
good reach and drive. Ideally the pigmentation should be stronger. 
Very Good 
 
Open Bitch  
1st *CH. JAYKRI PEARL AZ (*Kantenna Simbas Pride AZ x Jaykri Justa Dash CDX AZ) 
2 years 8 months 59cm Large, medium strong, correctly proportioned LSC female with a very good head 
and expression. Correct length of neck, normal wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, good fore 
and very good hind-quarter angulation.  Slightly narrow fore and normal under-chest development for her 
age. Very good length of foreleg, Stands not quite correct in front.  Correct going, correct coming.  Shows 
very good movement with very good forehand reach and very good hind-quarter drive, the firmness over 
the back is convincing. Presented in a lovely condition today.                                                                  
Excellent 
 
Challenge Bitch  *CH. JAYKRI PEARL AZ 
Reserve Challenge Bitch TERUNIK AWESOME I AM  
 
Best Long Stock Coat  *CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ 
 
 



German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland (Inc.) 
Members Competition 
25th June 2016 
Judge Mrs. Melanie Groth (NSW) 
 
DOGS STOCK COATS 
Minor Puppy Dog  
1. KAYGARR ARKO (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn aED (Imp Nor) 
 Very Promising   
Intermediate Dog 
1. SUNDANEKA FLEETWOOD MAC AZ (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland SchHIII aED (Imp Deu)  x  

Sundaneka Joan of Arc AZ)   
 24 months 64.5cm Well above medium size, medium strong, expressive, typey, black and 

red male, very good head and expression. Rather large ears that are set a little narrow on 
the skull. Strong powerful neck which should be a little longer. Slight nick behind high 
withers. He has just a slight downward bend in the lumbar spine. Well moulded just slightly 
short croup. The upper-arm should be a little longer and better angled, slightly deep 
hindquarter angulation. Well-muscled. Very good length of fore leg with good fore and 
underchest. Standing correct in front, he steps a little narrow at rear where the hock joints 
should be much firmer. Stepping a little wide at front where the elbows should be a little 
tighter. In movement, he displays good drive and reach with a good sequence of steps with 
just a slight tendency to high step in front. He maintains a good wither line. He would 
benefit from a little more training for the show ring. 

 Very Good 
Open Dog  
1. *CH. INDIO DI CASA NOBILI IPO1 HIT a ED H-neg (Imp. Italy) (*Geck di Casa Nobili Sch.HII 

HD-ED (SWE) x Dolly di Casa Nobili  HD-ED (Italy)   
 6 years 65cm.  Large, strong, substantial, very well constructed black and gold male of very 

good type. He has an expressive, masculine head with very good planes of the skull and 
foreface. Very good strength of the upper and lower jaw. Strong powerful neck, high wither, 
firm backline, well moulded just slightly short croup. Very good fore and hind quarter 
angulation. He is firm and dry. Very good fore and underchest. Presented in very good coat 
condition. Stepping correct at rear and a little narrow at front with very good overall 
firmness.  In movement and at all speeds he displays strong, powerful drive with very good 
reach maintaining a very good over line.  
Excellent  

2. *CH. BLUEMAX SALT AZ (*Ch. Jimmy v Baruther Land aED x *Ch. Bluemax Sofie AZ)   
5 years 10 months 64cm.  Above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated black and 
red gold male of very good type. Very good head and expression where the eye could be a 
fraction darker. Strong powerful neck, slight nick behind high withers, firm back and well 
moulded just slightly short croup. The upper arm should be just a little longer, very good 
hindquarter angulation. The pasterns should just a little firmer and he should stand a little 
more correct in front. Very good fore and under chest. Stepping a little narrow at rear, a 
little wide at front where the hock and elbow connections should be a little tighter.  In 
movement he displays very good drive and reach maintaining a good wither line. He should 
be just a little tighter in the ligamentation.  
Excellent 

 
BEST STOCK COAT DOG *CH. INDIO DI CASA NOBILI IPO1 HIT a ED H-neg (Imp. Italy) 
 



 
BITCHES STOCK COATS 
Baby Puppy Bitch 
1. JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED (Gmy) x *Andacht Pepery AZ)  
2. CASTASTAR FALLON (*Ch Jacknell Coz Im TNT AZ x *Castastar Delilah HT AZ)   
3. KIESERHUND LEETORIE (*Juwika Destroyer aED  (Imp Ger) x *Sannjesa High Flyer AZ) 
4. KANTENNA LETS DANCE (*Juwika Destroyer aED (Imp Den) x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)   
5. DEBBAR EMERSON (*Logo v Radhaus aED (Imp Srb) x *Ch Debbar Varuni AZ) 
6. JAYZSTYRKE THATS GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED x *Andacht Pepery AZ) 
7. KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK (*Juwika Destroyer aED x *Kantenna Miss Underztood AZ)   
8.   KARHAM WAIT N DESTROY (*Juwika Destroyer aED (Imp Ger) x *Ch. Karham Worth The 

Wait AZ)   
Very Promising 

Minor Puppy Bitch 
1. ASTASIA ASHER (*Ch Xaro vd Plassenburg aED H.Neg (Imp Deu) x *Astasia Buffee AZ)   
2. PURPLEMAX MEG MAC (Bluemax Biskit AZ x *Bluemax Tiger Tears AZ)  
 Very Promising 
Puppy Bitch 
1. KAYROSSI LOGOLICIOUS (*Logo v Radhaus HD-ED (Imp Srb) x *Kayrossi Ms Behaving AZ)  
 Very Promising  
Junior Bitch 
1.  CASTASTAR EVITA HIT AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Ger) x *Ch Castastar Alexi  AZ ET PT) 

17.5 months 61.5cm. Very large, strong, robust, but still feminine, black and gold stretched 
female of pleasing type.  Very good skull formation. Slight roman nose with very good eye 
colour, however, the lips should be a little tighter. Powerful neck, high wither, firm back, 
slightly short well moulded croup. Very good forequarter angulation. Deep hindquarter 
angulation. Very good underline with very good length of foreleg. Standing not quite correct 
in front, stepping narrow both front and rear, where the hock joints should be much tighter. 
In movement, she displays very good power from the rear, very good reach and length of 
stride. She is a nice easy mover.  
Very Good. 

Intermediate Bitch 
1. *CH. DEBBAR BELLA AZ (*Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Ch. Debbar Varuni AZ)   

24 months 61cm.  Very large, medium strong, elongated, well coloured black and gold 
female of good type. Good head and expression, however would like to see a little more 
stop. The eyes should be darker. Ideally the neck should be a little longer, level withers, firm 
straight backline, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be a little longer 
but is quite well angled. The shoulder blade is set just slightly steep. Deep hindquarter 
angulation. Pronounced fore and good underchest, where the elbows are just a little open in 
stance. Very well pigmented. She steps a little narrow at rear, where the hock joints should 
be much firmer. She steps wide in front and the elbows should be tighter. In movement she 
displays strong rear drive with good reach, maintaining a good wither line and good overall 
firmness.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
2. ASTASIA UNA AZ (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED H-Neg (Imp Deu) x *Astasia Yoko AZ)  

19 months 61cm.  Very large, medium strong, expressive black and gold female of good 
type. Well proportioned. Ideally the skull and fore face should be a little stronger. The ears 
are set a little low on the skull. The neck should be a little longer. Level withers. The back line 
is curved. The croup is slightly short and steep and the tail is set a little high. The upper arm 
is of good length but is slightly inclined. Very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and 
underchest. The coat is a little rough on the backline and detracts from the overall picture. 
Ideally the saddle line should be a little darker, standing not quite correct in front, stepping a 
little narrow in both front and rear, hock joints should be a little firmer, ears should be a 
little firmer, the bones should be much stronger, displays good drive and reach and a good 
sequence of steps.  Very Good.  

Open Bitch 
1. *CH CASTASTAR ALEXI ET PT AZ (*Zony vom Haus Gerstenberg aED (Imp Ger) x *Aus & NZ 

Ch. Astasia Cinnamon AZ RN ET HT)  
  5 years 5 months 61cm. Very large, medium strong, expressive, slightly elongated, black and 

gold female, that presents a very good picture in stance.  The planes of the skull and foreface 
are not quite parallel and the lips should be a little tighter. Slight roman nose. Powerful, 
strong neck, high withers, firm back, which displays just a slight incline in the top line. The 
croup is a little short and slightly steep. Very good length and angle of the upper arm and 
shoulder, very deep hind quarter angulation. The hocks should be firmer in stance. Very 
good length of foreleg, where the pasterns should be much firmer and the feet a little 
tighter. Pronounced fore and underchest. She is shown in slightly heavy and out of coat 
condition. Stepping narrow both front and rear, where the hock joints should be much 
firmer. In movement demonstrates strong drive with very good reach maintaining a firm 
over line.   

2. *ASTASIA JOSI AZ (*Zony von Haus Gerstenberg SchHIII a ED H-Neg (Imp Deu) x *Astasia 
Venus AZ) 

   3 years 6 months 58cm. Above medium size, medium strong, well coated, black and gold 
female of good type. Slightly stretched proportions. Ideally the skull and foreface should be 
a little stronger, medium eye colour with good ear carriage. The neck should be a little 
longer, level wither, firm backline, slightly short croup. Ideally the upper arm should be a 
little longer, slightly deep hindquarter angulation where there is an imbalance in the length 
of the upper and lower thigh. Good fore and underchest, good length of foreleg, where the 
pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping a little wide at rear, correct in front, the hocks 
and elbows should be a little firmer. She shows much energy in movement with good drive 
and reach maintaining a good backline. 

3. *KANTENNA CODE BREAKER AZ (*Andacht Feel the Fire AZ x *Amstine Dont Tell AZ) 
3 years 3.5 months 61cm.  Very large, medium strong, expressive, black and red gold female 
of good type, presented in out of coat condition. Expressive feminine head where the eyes 
should be a fraction darker. Rather large ears. She has very good masking. The neck is set 
just slightly erect into high withers, firm back and slightly short, slightly steep croup. The 
upper arm should be just a little longer, deep hind quarter angulation. Good fore and 
pronounced underchest. She should have a little more tuck up. The pasterns should be 
firmer, stepping correct front and rear, the hock joints should be a little firmer. In movement 
she displays strong rear drive with a tendency to high step on the reach, whilst maintaining a 
good over line. 

 
 
 
 



4. *KANTENNA SO WHAT AZ (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)   
2 years 9 months 60cm.  Large, medium strong, elongated, well coloured, well pigmented 
black and red female of good type. Expressive feminine head where the eyes should be 
darker. Very good masking, with rather large ears. The neck is set just slightly erect, into 
level withers, firm back, and a quite well moulded croup. The upper arm should be longer 
and better angled, deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest with very good 
length of foreleg, however, the pasterns should be firmer. She is shown in slightly out of coat 
condition.  Stepping a little narrow at rear where the hock joints should be firmer, toes in 
slightly at front.  In movement she displays very good drive and reach, maintaining a good 
over line.  
Excellent. 

 
BEST STOCK COAT BITCH *CH CASTASTAR ALEXI ET PT AZ   
 
LONG STOCK COATS 
Open Dog 
1. *CH. SHERNAA PAKROS HT a ED H-Neg (IMP UK) (*Pakros v Pendler aED x Shernaa Cookie)   

4 years 64.5 Dropped lower incisors 1.1.  Well above medium size, strong, substantial, richly 
coloured, well pigmented black and red gold long stock male of very good type. Expressive 
masculine head, with good eye colour and masking. Strong powerful neck, very good top 
and underline. Very good forequarter, slightly deep hind angulation. Good length of foreleg, 
where the pasterns should be little firmer. Good fore and underchest development. Stands 
correct in front. Stepping a little narrow in rear, where the hock and elbow joints should be a 
little firmer. In movement he displays good energy and ground coverage, with firm 
ligamentation and a very good over line.   
Excellent 

 
BEST LONG STOCK COAT DOG  *CH. SHERNAA PAKROS HT a ED H-Neg (IMP UK) 
 
Baby Puppy Bitch  
1. COSSAVANE TOUCH OF MAGIC (*Juwika Destroyer aED (Imp Den) x *Cossovane Nadia AZ)   
Junior Bitch  
1. ASTASIA VITARNI (*Xaro vd Plassenberg aED (Imp Deu)  x *Awesamshep Brandy AZ)   

17.5 months Double P1 upper right. 59cm Above medium size, medium strong, well coated 
black and red long stock coat female of pleasing type. Well-constructed head where the jaws 
should ideally be a little stronger and eyes a fraction darker.  Powerful neck which should be 
just a little longer, level withers, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Very good 
forehand angulation, deep hindquarter angulation with broad thighs. Good fore but slightly 
short underchest.  Stepping a little wide at rear and slightly cow-hocked, she steps correct in 
front, where the elbows should be tighter. In movement she displays good power from the 
rear, with effective reach and a good over line.  She should be a little more confident in her 
presentation for the ring.   
Very Good. 

 
BEST LONG STOCK BITCH   ASTASIA VITARNI 
 
BEST LONG STOCK COAT   *CH. SHERNAA PAKROS HT (IMP UK) a ED H-Neg 
     
 



German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland (Inc) 
Championship Show Sunday 10th July 2016 
Judge Mr. Vince Tantaro (Vic) 
Placings, critiques & gradings 
 
BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT  

1. KELINPARK MAGNUM (AI) (*Cobra d’Ulmental HD-ED (Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ)   
 Very Promising 

MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 
1. KAYGARR ARKO (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp. Nor) 
 Above medium size medium strong, well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type.  Very good 

proportions, strong masculine head, very good expression enhanced by dark masking and strong foreface.  
Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup.  Stands correct in 
front.  Very good fore and good underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper 
arm could still be better angled.  Steps slightly cowhocked behind, hocks should be much firmer.  In 
movement shows very good reach powerful drive the hocks should be firmer. 

 Very Promising 
2. KANTENNA KARMA MAN (*Juwika Destroyer (Imp Den) HD-ED x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)    
 Above medium size, just medium strong, well pigmented and coloured dog of good type.  Good head, 

ideally the eye colour should be darker and the fore face stronger. Very good length of neck. Normal 
wither, short steep croup. Stands not quite correct in front.  Very good fore and very good underchest. 
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, the upper arm is short and should be better angled.  
Steps narrow front and rear, cow hocked behind, hocks should be much firmer.  In movement shows good 
ground cover, good reach powerful drive. 

 Very Promising 
3. JAYSHELL NABRASKA (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ)  
 Double P1 Upper left. Above medium size medium strong well coloured masculine puppy of very good 

type.  Strong masculine head, very good expression, eye colour could still be darker. Very good length of 
neck. Normal withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup, stands correct in front.  Very good fore and 
short under chest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer and 
better angled.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks should still be firmer.  In movement shows good ground 
cover where the reach should be freer and the drive more powerful. 

 Very Promising 

JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT 
1. CASTASTAR ERAGON AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu) x *Ch. Castastar Alexi AZ)   
 67cm.  Oversized strong, substantial dog of very good type. Strong, masculine head, good expression, eye 
 colour should be darker.  Good length of neck, high wither, firm back, well moulded croup.  Stands not 
 quite correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Good fore but deep hindquarter angulation.  Steps 
 narrow front and rear, cow hocked behind, hocks should be much firmer.  In movement shows very good 
 ground cover, very good reach, powerful drive, the hocks should be much firmer.   
 Grading Good. 

INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT 
1. SUNDANEKA FLEETWOOD MAC AZ (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland SchHIII aED (Imp Deu) x *Sundaneka Joan 

of Arc AZ) 
 66cm.  Very large, substantial well coloured and pigmented dog, medium strong, of very good type.  
 Strong masculine head, very good expression, slightly large ears.  Very good length of neck, high withers 
 with firm back, well moulded croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and good underchest.  Good 
 fore and very good hindquarter angulation, upper arm could still be better angled.  Steps narrow front 
 and rear, hocks should be firmer.   In movement shows very good ground cover, maintaining a high 
 wither, with very good reach, powerful drive.   
 Very Good. 
 



 

OPEN DOG STOCK COAT 

1. *CH. BLUEMAX SALT AZ (*Ch. Jimmy v Baruther Land aED (Imp Ger) x *Ch. Bluemax Sofie AZ) 
 63cm Medium size, strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type.  Strong 
 and masculine head with very good expression, eye colour could still be darker, very good length of neck, 
 high wither firm back, slightly short well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and very good 
 hindquarter angulation, very good fore and underchest.  The upper arm should be longer and better 
 angled.  Steps slightly narrow behind, good firmness of hock joints.  In movement shows very good 
 ground cover where the reach could still be freer. 
 Excellent 
2. *HEIKO ICE N FIRE AZ (*Ch. Gerry von Schacher aED (Imp Deu) x Heiko Mags Allover AZ)  
 65cm Large, medium strong, well coloured, and pigmented dog of very good type.  Strong masculine 

head, very good expression, very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short, well moulded 
croup.  Stands not quite correct in front, very good fore and short underchest.  Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulation.  Steps correct front and rear.  Hocks should be firmer.  In movement shows very 
good reach and the drive could be more powerful. 

 Excellent 
3. *LEISHJACLYN GOD DANCER AZ (*Ch. Nujaclyn Latin Dancer AZ x Leishjaclyn Nuyork Dancer AZ  
 65cm A large strong, substantial dog with very good pigmentation, and of good type.  Strong masculine 
 head.  Very good expression.  Good length of neck, normal withers, short steep croup. Stands not quite  
 correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps 
 close front and rear, hocks should be much firmer.  In movement shows good reach, and drive, both of 
 which should be more effective. 
 Very Good  

 
CHALLENGE DOG   *CH. BLUEMAX SALT AZ 
RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG *HEIKO ICE N FIRE AZ 
 

BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT  

1.  KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED(Imp. Ger) x *Kantenna Miss Underztood AZ)   
 Very Promising 

2.  CASTASTAR FALLON (*Ch. Jacknell Coz I’m TNT AZ x *Castastar Delilah HT AZ)   
 Very Promising 

3. KIESERHUND LEETORIE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark) *Sannjesa High Flyer AZ)  
 Very Promising 
4. KELINPARK MALTESER (AI) (*Cobra d’Ulmental aED (Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ    

 Very Promising 
5. KIESERHUND LEAP OF FAITH (AI) (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den) x *Sannjesa High Flyer AZ)  
 Very Promising 
6. DEBBAR EMERSON (*Logo v Radhaus HD-ED (Imp Serb) x *Ch. Debbar  Varuni AZ)   
 Promising 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 

1. JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger) x *Andacht Pepery AZ)  
 Double P1 upper right.  Above medium sized strong, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of the 
 desired  type. Strong but still feminine head. Very good length of neck.  High withers, firm back, well 
 moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and under chest.  Very good fore and hindquarter 
 angulation.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks should be firmer.  In movement shows very good reach 
 and powerful drive 
 Very Promising 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
2. JAYZSTYRKE PEPERS GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED  (Imp Ger) x *Andacht Pepery AZ)  

Double P1 upper left.  Above medium size, strong substantial very well coloured and pigmented bitch of 
very good type. Strong but still feminine head, very good expression, dark eyes and masking.  Large ears 
yet to firm. Very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct 
in front. Very good fore and under chest.  Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulations, the upper 
arm should be longer and better angled.  Steps slightly cow hocked behind, hocks should be firmer.  In 
movement shows very good reach powerful drive. 

 Very Promising 
3. LEISHJACLYN AUZZIE DANCER (AI) (*Ch. Leishjaclyn Latin Dancer AZ x Leishjaclyn Mazkara Dancer AZ)  
 Large, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch, of very good type, feminine, expressive head, 
 underjaw could still be stronger, very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly short and 
 steep croup. Good fore and under chest. Stands correct in front. Pasterns should be firmer, good fore and 
 very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow front and rear, hocks and elbows should be firmer.  In 
 movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be freer and the drive more powerful, and 
 the hocks firmer. 
 Very Promising 

4. PURPLEMAX MEG MAC (Bluemax Biskit AZ  x *Bluemax Tiger Tears AZ) 
Above medium just med strong, well coloured bitch of good type.  Feminine, expressive head, ideally the 
foreface should be stronger and eye colour darker, slightly upright neck, normal withers, firm back, 
slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore, and very 
good hindquarter angulation.  Steps slightly cow hocked behind, hocks and elbows should be firmer.  In 
movement shows good ground cover, good reach, powerful drive, falls slightly on the forehand. 

 Promising 
5. KANTENNA LETS DANCE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den) x *Ch Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)  

Above medium size medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch. Very good type feminine 
expressive head, with desired dark masking eye colour could still be darker. Very good length of neck. 
Normal withers, very firm back, slightly short steep croup. Very good fore and good underchest. Good 
fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear, hocks and elbows should be 
firmer. In movement shows good ground cover, powerful drive, falls on the forehand. 

 Promising 

PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 
1. LAWINE TAKIRA (*Toby vd Plassenberg aED (Imp Ger) x *Lawine Zasjeminca AZ)  
 Large, strong, substantial well coloured bitch of very good type.  Strong but still feminine head. Very good 
 expression, eye colour could still be darker, very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly  
 short steep croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest, good fore and very good 
 hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks should be firmer.  In movement shows very 
 good ground cover, powerful drive, the reach could still be freer. 
 Very Promising 
2. FREINHAUF ELLE MACPHERSON (*Toby vd Plassenberg aED (Imp Gmy) x *Pedra Degli Achei HD-ED (Italy) 
 Large, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  Feminine, expressive head, 
 foreface could still be stronger, left ear tip missing.  Good length of neck, normal withers, slightly short 
 steep croup.  Stands correct in front, very good fore and good underchest. Good fore and deep 
 hindquarter angulation.  The upper arm should be longer and better angled.  Steps correct front and rear, 
 elbows and hocks should be much firmer.  In movement shows very good ground cover, very good reach, 
 powerful drive, the hocks should be firmer. 
 Very promising 
3. BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ  x *Bronacre Philadelphia Freedom AZ CD ET)  

Above medium size, medium strong, substantial well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  
Very good length of neck normal withers, slightly short well moulded croup. Stands correct in front, very 
good fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be 
longer and better angled.  Steps narrow behind, slightly cow hocked.  In movement shows very good 
ground  cover where the reach should be freer. 

 Very Promising 

 



 
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT  

1. CASTASTAR EVITA HIT AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger) x *Ch. Castastar Alexi  ET PT AZ) 
 61.5cm.  Oversized, medium strong substantial, well coloured and pigmented bitch of the desired type.  
 Strong but still feminine head. Very good expression.  Very good length of neck, high withers firm back, 
 slightly short well moulded croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Very good fore 
 and hindquarter angulations.   Steps correct front and rear, hocks could still be firmer.  In movement 
 shows very good ground cover, very good reach powerful drive, hocks could still be firmer. 
 Very Good 

INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT 
1. *ASTASIA ROXI AZ (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED H-Neg (Imp Deu) x *Astasia Holly AZ)  
 Double P1 upper left.  61cm very large, medium strong, substantial bitch, shown out of coat.  Well 

coloured and well pigmented.  Strong but still feminine head, very good expression, very good length of 
neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Very good fore and underchest. Stands correct in 
front. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation; the upper arm should be longer and better 
angled.  Steps slightly narrow front and rear, hocks should be firmer.  In movement shows far reaching 
powerful gait. 

 Very Good 
2. *CH DEBBAR BELLA AZ (*Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED  (Imp Italy) x *Ch. Debbar Varuni AZ)   
 61.5cm Oversize, medium strong, sub slightly elongated well coloured bitch of very good type.  Strong but 
 still feminine head, desired dark masking, very good expression. Very good length of neck, normal 
 withers, well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and good underchest.  Good fore and 
 very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear, with good firmness of hock joints.  In 
 movement shows very good ground cover where the reach should be freer, powerful drive. 
 Very Good 
3. *BLUEMAX SALTED PRETZEL AZ (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x Bluemax Tanzin AZ) 
 61cm Very large, medium strong substantial bitch of very good type.  Strong but still feminine head, very 

good expression, very good length of neck, high withers firm back, a well moulded croup.  Stands not 
quite correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore, slightly deep hindquarter angulations, 
the upper arm should be longer and better angled.  Steps cow hocked behind, the hocks should be much 
firmer.  In movement shows far reaching powerful gait, the hocks should be firmer. 

 Very Good 
4. *AMBALA PLAYBOY BUNNY AZ (*Xaro vd  Plassenberg aED (Imp Deu)  x *Ambala Funky Miss HT) 

61.5 Double P1 lower left.  Oversize, medium strong, well-proportioned bitch of very good type. Shown 
out of coat.   Feminine expressive head, underjaw could still be stronger, very good length of neck. 
Normal withers firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and 
underchest. Good fore and very good hind angulation the upper arm should be longer and better angled. 
Steps correct front and rear, hocks and elbows should be much firmer.  In movement shows very good 
reach and powerful drive. 

 Very Good 
5. JAYSHELL JOKER AZ (*Enosch di Casa Nobili HD-ED(Imp. Italy) x *Jayshell Petra AZ)  
 60.5 A very large, just medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  Feminine, 

expressive head.  Desired dark masking.  Eye colour should still be darker.  Very good length of neck, high 
withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and good 
underchest. Very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation the upper arm should still be better 
angled.  Steps correct front and rear, with good firmness of hock joints.  In movement shows very good 
reach & the drive should be more powerful 

 Very Good 

OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT 
1. *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Blackngold Honey Jumble AZ)   
 58cm Above medium size, medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of desired type.  
 Feminine and expressive head, very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep 
 croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter 
 angulation, the upper arm could still be better angled.  Steps correct front and rear, with good firmness of 
 hock joints.  In movement shows far reaching powerful gait. 



 Excellent 
2. *CH CASTASTAR ALEXI PT AZ (*Zony vom Haus   Gerstenberg aED SchHIII x*Au & NZ Ch. Astasia Cinnamon 

RN ET HT AZ)   
60 cm. large, strong, substantial, well-proportioned bitch of very good type. Strong but still feminine 
head. Very good expression with desired dark masking. She is shown out of coat. Very good length of 
neck, high withers, slight rise over the topline, well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore 
and underchest. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Steps correct front and rear with good 
firmness of the hock joints. In movement shows far reaching powerful gait. 

 Excellent 
3. *AWESAMSHEP BRANDY AZ (*Zony vom Haus Gerstenberg aED (Imp Ger) x  Astasia Carma AZ)  

61cm.  Very large, medium strong, substantial and very well pigmented bitch of very good type.  Feminine 
expressive head, ideally the foreface should be stronger.  Very good expression good length of neck, high 
withers,  firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and underchest, 
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer and better angled.  
Steps correct front and rear, hocks and elbows should be firmer.  Shows far reaching, powerful gait. 

 Excellent 
4. *ANDACHT PEPERY AZ (*Pepe vd Zentieche aED (Imp Deu) x *Andacht Spanish Eyes AZ)  
 61cm. Very large, strong, substantial well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type and overall 
 proportions. Strong but feminine head, with very good expression, very good length of neck, high withers, 
 firm back, short steep croup.  Stands not quite correct in front.  The upper arm should be longer and 
 better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow front and rear, elbows should be firmer.  
 In movement shows very good ground cover where the reach should be freer. 
 Excellent 
5. *KANTENNA SO WHAT AZ (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John Z x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ) 
 61cm.   Very large, just medium strong, substantial very well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good 
 type.  Strong but still feminine head, with desired dark masking, eye colour should be darker, very good 
 length of neck, normal withers, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and  
 good underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be better 
 angled.  Steps correct front and rear, elbows should be firmer.  Shows very good ground cover where the 
 reach should be freer 
 Excellent 
6. *ANDACHT GENE POOL AZ (*Ch. Fakir vom Heinrichplatz aED T.D. (Imp Deu) x *Andacht Spanish Eyes AZ)   
 60.6 cm.  Very large, strong, substantial, bitch of very good type and overall proportions.  Good head, 
 expression marred by light eyes.  Very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, short steep croup.  
 Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, 
 the upper should be longer and better angled.  Steps slightly cow hocked behind, hocks and elbows 
 should be firmer.  In movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be freer 

 Excellent 
7. *AMBALA FUNKY MISS AZ HT (*Kwint vom Juerikstall HD-ED (Imp NDL) x *Ambala Dollys Diva AZ) 
 60cm.  A large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of very good type.  Feminine expressive head, very 
 good expression, with desired dark masking and eye colour. Good length of neck high wither, slightly 
 short steep croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore and very good 
 hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be better angled.  Steps correct front and rear, with good 
 firmness of hock joints, elbows should be firmer.  In movement shows very good ground cover, very good 
 reach and drive, where the back should remain firmer. 
 Excellent 
  
CHALLENGE BITCH   *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 
RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH    JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD 
BEST STOCK COAT   *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 
RESERVE STOCK COAT     JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD 
 

BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
1 SURFIR APACHE REBEL (Amberg Vocco AZ  x *Ch Druann Katch AZ)  
 Very Promising 



 
2. FAX MISSION IMPOSSIBLE (*Ch. Shernaa Pakros aED H-Neg (Imp UK) x Ch. Fax Yr Summa AZ)  
 Very Promising 

JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
1. CH VOLSCARO SUMMER THUNDER AZ (*Ch. Siegen Suris Alfie AZ x *Volscaro Ciao Bella AZ)    
 62.5cm.  Ideal medium strong, well proportioned, well coloured and pigmented dog of good type.  Good 
 head, ideally should be stronger, dark eyes, dark masking, good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, 
 short steep croup, very good fore and good underchest. Stands correct in front, with good fore and very  
 good hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks should be firmer, in movement shows 
 good ground cover, where the reach should be freer.  Powerful drive.  
  Very Good 

INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
1. AMBERG VOCCO AZ (*Pepe vd Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu) x Amberg Yumi AZ)  
  63.5cm.  Above medium size, medium strong, substantial well coloured and pigmented dog of very good 
 type. Strong, masculine head.  Desired dark masking, eye colour should be darker, and the underjaw 
 stronger, high withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup. Very good length of neck.  Stands correct 
 in front. Very good fore and good underchest.  Ideally the pasterns should be firmer.   Good fore and very 
 good hindquarter angulation, steps narrow front and rear, hocks should still be firmer.  In movement 
 shows very good ground cover, good reach, powerful drive.   
 Very Good  

OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT 

1. *CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ (*Yester vom Feuermelder aED (Imp Gmy) x *Denargun Kwacker AZ) 
64cm Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Very good 
masculine head with the desired expression and eye colour. Very good length of neck, high wither and 
firm back. Slightly short and steep croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Good fore and short 
underchest. Good fore and hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer and better angled. 
Steps correct front and rear, hocks should be much firmer. In movement shows very good ground cover, 
very good reach and a powerful drive. 

 Excellent 
 
CHALLENGE DOG      AMBERG VOCCO AZ 
RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG  *CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ 
 

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
1. SURFIR AINTNBODY GOTTIME FTHAT (Amberg Vocco AZ x *Ch Druann Katch AZ)  
 Very Promising. 

JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
1. ASTASIA VITARNI AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenberg  aED (Imp Deu)  x *Awesamshep Brandy AZ) 

Double P1 upper right.  61cm.  Very large, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch, of very 
good type.  Feminine expressive head, eye colour should be darker, very good length of neck, high withers 
firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands not quite correct in front.  Very good fore and good 
underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks should 
be much firmer.  In movement shows very good ground cover, powerful drive, the reach could still be 
freer. 

 Very Good 
2. AWESAMSHEP ELLI MAY (AI) (*Lararth Vegas HD-ED  x *Ch. Awesamshep Cassia AZ)  
  57.5cm.  Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured bitch of vg type. Feminine expressive head, 
 eye colour should be darker, and the foreface stronger, very good length of neck, normal withers, firm 
 back, short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and good underchest. Good fore, and very 
 good hindquarter angulation.  Steps slightly narrow front and rear, hocks an elbows should be firmer.  In 
 movement shows very good reach, and a powerful drive. 
 Very Good 

 
 



 
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 

1. *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ (*Calli vom Fiemereck aED SchH1 (Imp. Gmy) x *Freevale 
Secret Girl Stuff AZ)  
59cm. A large medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented bitch with much presence and of very 
good type. Feminine expressive head with desired dark masking with good eye colour. Very good length 
of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and very 
good underchest. Very good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Steps narrow front and rear, 
hocks could still be firmer. In movement shows very good reach and powerful drive. 

 Excellent 
 
CHALLENGE BITCH  *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ 
RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH ASTASIA VITARNI AZ 
BEST LONG STOCK COAT  *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ 
 
BEST IN SHOW   *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 
RESERVE IN SHOW  *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ 
 



German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland (Inc)  

Championship Show Saturday 9th July 2016  

Judge Mr. Louis Donald  
  

Baby Puppy Dog   

1. KELINPARK MAGNUM (AI (*Cobra d’Ulmental HD-ED (Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ)   

  Very Promising   

2. VONEHRLICH REMO (AI) (*Xavi von Tronje aED (Den) x *Vonehrlich Freya AZ)    

  Very Promising  

3. KANTENNA KARMA MAN (*Juwika Destroyer (Imp Den) HD-ED x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)   

  Very Promising    

 Minor Puppy Dog   

1.  KAYGARR ARKO (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp. Nor)    

Above medium size, medium strong, richly coloured black and gold dog, good head and expression, good 

neck, good withers, firm back, the croup should be a little longer and better laid, the upper arm should be 

better laid, deep hind angulation, the hocks should be much firmer for the age, not presented in the best of 

coat.  

 Very Promising   

Junior Dog   

1.  CASTASTAR ERAGON (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu) x *Ch. Castastar Alexi AZ)    

 66.5cm. Very large, strong, substantial, animated black and light gold dog. I would like to see the colour 

stronger.  Good head and expression, dark eyes, he should stand more correct when viewed from the front, 

high withers, firm back, the croup should be a little longer but is well laid, powerful neck, very good length of 

the forelegs, good fore and underchest development. In the individual presentation he was a bit unruly. 

Stepping behind the hocks should be much firmer, stepping a little wide in front, during movement he shows 

good drive and reach, the back should remain a little firmer. Ideally the fore reach should be a little more 

extensive. Size is a problem.  

 Very Good  

Intermediate Dog  

1. SUNDANEKA FLEETWOOD MAC AZ  (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland SchHIII aED (Imp Deu) x *Sunadenka  Joan 

of Arc AZ)   66cm. Very large, just medium strong expressive dog who stands correct when  viewed from the 

front, good eye colour and shape, large ears, good reach of the neck, high withers,  pronounced downward 

bend of the lumbar spine, the upper arm should be longer, very good length  of foreleg, he requires further 

forechest development, good hindquarter angulation, the pasterns  should be firmer, steps correct behind, 

good hock firmness, steps correct in front, good elbow  connection, during movement he shows good drive 

and reach through a firm back, the hindquarter  should remain a little firmer.  

 Very Good  

 Open Dog  

1. *LABO vom SCHOLLWEIHER aED H-Neg SchHIII (Imp. Deu) (*Arex von der Wilhelmswarte aED x 

*Fraya d’Ulmental aED) 65cm. A large, medium strong, dry, very well coloured well pigmented, typey, 

masculine, confident and expressive dog who gives a very good impression in stance.  Presented in very good 

condition and weight he is standing correct when viewed from the  front, has very good eye colour and shape, 

good strength of the skull and foreface with good mask  colour, good ear size and shape, the ears could be a 

little higher set, very good length and strength  of the neck, high wither position, firm back, very good fore 

and hind angulation that should  not be any deeper, very well laid croup, very good length of the forelegs, 

balanced fore and  under chest development. He steps correct behind with very good hock firmness, he steps 

correct in front with good elbow connection. During movement he shows a powerful drive with very good 

forehand reach and free effortless expansive movement transmitted through a firm tight backline.  

 Excellent   

2. *CH. INDIO DI CASA NOBILI HIT HD-ED H-Neg (Imp Italy) (*Geck di Casa Nobili SchHII HD-ED 

(Sweden) x Dolly di Casa Nobili aED (Italy) 65.5cm.  A large, strong, well coloured strongly pigmented, 

outgoing, masculine expressive dog who stands correct when viewed from the front. He has a broad skull 

and strong foreface with dark well shaped eyes, very good ear size and set, high withers, very good fore and 

underchest development, strong neck, firm back, balanced and effective fore and hind angulation, very good 

length of the forelegs, good croup angle, stepping correct behind with good hock firmness, stepping correct 

in front with good elbow connection. Presented in very good condition he should not carry any further 

weight. In movement he shows a powerful drive, his movement is steady and balanced with very good 

forehand reach, pasterns in movement should be a little firmer, the back remains firm. During the gaiting 

performance he remained energetic and focused.  

 Excellent  

3. *AMBALA ON FIRE AZ (*Toby vd Plassenberg aED (Imp. Deu) x *Ambala Candy AZ  

 65cm. A large dog with a missing canine & incisor upper left. He is a just medium strong black and  light gold 

coloured dog with acceptable mask colour, he is expressive and stands correct when  viewed from the front, 

he has dark well shaped eyes with good ears size and set, high withers  position, firm back, good croup, his 

upper arm is a good length but should be better laid, very  good hind angulation, very good length of the 

forelegs, good forechest development, stepping from  the rear the hocks should be much firmer, stepping a 

little close in front, during movement he shows  a powerful drive with good fore reach transmitted through 

a firm back. I would like his breathing be a little easier.  

 Excellent  

   

CHALLENGE DOG    *LABO vom SCHOLLWEIHER aED H-Neg SchHIII  (Imp. Deu)  

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG  *CH. INDIO DI CASA NOBILI HIT HD-ED H-Neg  (Imp Italy)    

  

  

  

  

  



  

Baby Puppy Bitch      

1. KIESERHUND LEETORIE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark) *Sannjesa High Flyer AZ)   

  Very Promising  

2. KELINPARK MALTESER (AI) (*Cobra d’Ulmental aED (Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ)  

  Very Promising    

3. CASTASTAR FALLON (*Ch. Jacknell Coz I’m TNT AZ x *Castastar Delilah HT AZ)       

  Very Promising  

4. KANTENNA DIAMOND LIL (*Labo vom Schollweiher aED H-neg SchHIII (Imp Gmy) x *Kantenna  

  Venus De Milo AZ)    

  Very Promising  

5. KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED(Ger) x *Kantenna Miss Underztood AZ)    

  Very Promising  

6. DEBBAR EMERSON (*Logo v Radhaus HD-ED (Imp Serb) x *Ch. Debbar Varuni AZ)    

  Very Promising  

7. VONEHRLICH REMMI (AI) (*Xavi von Tronje aED (Denmark) x *Vonehrlich Freya AZ)   

  Very Promising  

8. KANTENNA LETS DANCE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark) x *Ch.Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)   

  Very Promising  

9. KARHAM WAIT N DESTROY (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark) x *Ch.Karham Worth The  

  Wait AZ)    

  Very Promising  

10. KANTENNA TRUE LOVE  (*Xeno von Arjakjo HD-ED (Imp. Deu) x *Kantenna Code Breaker AZ)   

  Promising  

Minor Puppy Bitch  

1. JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger) x *Andacht Pepery AZ)  

Double P1 upper right.   A medium size, richly coloured strong and typey puppy with very good   substance, 

a well formed head and very good expression, good eye colour, standing correct when viewed from the front, 

she has good withers placement for her age, a powerful neck, firm back, good croup, balanced fore and hind 

angulation and good fore and underchest development.  Showing normal puppy infirmness when stepping 

behind, she is stepping correct in front and during movement she shows very good drive and reach through 

a firm back. An impressive well trained puppy with a very promising future outlook subject to all going well 

for her.  

 Very Promising  

2. JAYZSTYRKE PEPERS GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger) x *Andacht Pepery AZ   A medium 

size well coloured black and gold puppy of very good strength, large close set ears that are yet to firm, good 

strength of the skull and foreface, good eye colour, good wither position for  her age, slightly short slightly 

steep croup, the upper arm should be a little longer and better laid,  good chest development, good length 

of forelegs. She should be a little firmer stepping from the rear at this age.   

 Very Promising  

3. PURPLEMAX MEG MAC (Bluemax Biskit AZ  x *Bluemax Tiger Tears AZ)  

Just medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch, large ears that should be higher set, stands correct in 

front, good reach of neck, high withers, firm back, upper arm should be a little longer, croup should be a little 

longer, very good length of foreleg, she requires further chest development. The hindquarter angulation 

should not be any deeper, stepping behind the hocks should be firmer, steps correct in front.  

 Very Promising  

4. ASTASIA ASHER (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED H-Neg (Imp Deu) x *Astasia Buffee AZ)    

Medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch, good eye colour, stands correct when viewed from the 

front, large ears, good reach of neck, high withers, firm back, upper arm should be a little longer and better 

laid, good hindquarter angulation, good length of foreleg, balanced chest development, slight rise over the 

back, during movement she shows good drive and reach transmitted through a firm back.   

 Very Promising  

Puppy Bitch  

1. BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ  x *Bronacre Philadelphia Freedom AZ CD ET)  

A just above medium size, medium strong, elongated bitch with a good head and expression, good eye colour, 

stands correct viewed from the front, good reach of  neck, high withers firm back, good  formation of the 

croup, good forehand angulation, deep hind angulation, good length of the  forelegs, balanced chest 

development. Stepping wide behind, stepping correct in front. During   movement she shows good drive and 

reach through a firm back.  

 Very Promising   

2. FREINHAUF ELLE MACPHERSON (*Toby vd Plassenberg aED (Imp Gmy)  x *Pedra Degli Achei HD- ED 

(Imp Italy) Above medium size, just medium strong, energetic very animated puppy with an outgoing 

disposition, damaged left ear. Eyes should be darker, standing correct when viewed from the front, the 

pasterns are a bit upright and the neck should be just a little longer, high withers, slightly short upper arm, 

deep hind angulation, she is yet to develop a little more fore and underchest. She steps correct behind, 

normal puppy elbow infirmness, during movement she shows very good drive with a slightly high stepping 

for action. The back is firm. A promising puppy with good structural foundation.  

 Very Promising   

3. KAYROSSI LOGOLICIOUS (*Logo v Radhaus HD-ED (Imp Serbia) x *Kayrossi Ms Behaving AZ)    

Medium size, slightly fine bitch where the head should be stronger and the eyes darker, correct when viewed 

from the front, high withers firm back, slightly short croup, high tail set, upper arm should be longer, deep 

hind angulation, very good length of the foreleg, good chest development. She should step a little more 

correctly behind, elbows are a little open and during movement the pasterns should remain much firmer. 

The forereach is restricted.  

 Very Promising  

  

  

  



  

  

4. LAWINE TAKIRA (*Toby vd Plassenberg aED (Imp Ger) x *Lawine Zasjeminca AZ)   

Medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch, stands correct in front, good eye colour, ears just a little 

high set, upper are should be a bit better angled, good wither position, good length of foreleg, firm back, 

slightly short slightly steep croup, slightly short underchest, pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping just a 

little wide behind hocks are firm, stepping correct in front elbows should be a little firmer. During movement 

she shows good drive, just slightly restricted fore reach, the back should remain firmer.  

Very Promising  

 Junior Bitch    

1. CASTASTAR EVITA HIT AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger) x *Ch. Castastar Alexi  ET PT AZ)  

61cm. A bitch standing on the absolute maximum size. She is a large expressive bitch with slightly  rolled 

tipped ears, standing correct in front, dark eyes with large ears, the neck should be more  powerful, good 

withers the back has a slight peak, good croup, slightly short upper arm, good  length of forelegs, requires a 

little more fore chest development, good under chest development,  good hindquarter angulation, stepping 

correct behind, stepping correct in front, elbows should be  a little tighter, during movement she shows good 

drive and reach through a firm back.  

 Very Good  

2. HEIKO KIRRA LILLY AZ (*Gerry von Schacher aED (Imp Deu) x Heiko Mags Allover AZ)    

 61cm. A bitch standing on the absolute maximum size just slightly fine bone, the eyes should be  darker, 

good reach of neck, standing correct viewed from the front, high withers, firm back, slightly  short croup, very 

good  length of forelegs, good fore and underchest development, she should not  be any deeper in hind  

angulation, I would like to see a little more forechest development,  stepping a little wide behind, stepping a 

little wide in front, during the individual examination I  would like her to be more relaxed and self-assured. 

Her movement is restricted - she shows a high lifting at the elbow stepping fore action.  

 Very Good  

Intermediate Bitch  

1. *BLUEMAX SALTED PRETZEL AZ (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x Bluemax Tanzin AZ)    

61cm. A very large black and gold bitch who is carrying too much weight. A typey expressive bitch with good 

eye colour, she should stand more correct when viewed from the front, a powerful neck, good withers, firm 

back, the upper arm should be just a little longer, very good hind angulation, balanced chest formation, 

stepping behind the hocks should be much firmer, she could step better in front. During movement she shows 

a powerful drive and good fore reach. A bitch that presents a good picture in stance other than carrying too 

much weight and this did show in her movement after some extended gaiting. As stated on the pegs I 

considered placing her second in this class but the size of the second bitch when seen in a comparative relaxed 

position left me with reservation.  

 Very Good    

2. *ASTASIA ROXI AZ (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED H-Neg (Imp Deu) x *Astasia Holly AZ) 

61cm A very large, just medium strong, black and gold tan expressive, energetic and dry bitch with  large 

ears, good eye colour, good strength of the skull and foreface, powerful neck, good withers  position, firm 

back, slightly short slightly steep croup, the upperarm is of good length but should be  better laid, very good 

length of forelegs, she stands correct when viewed from the front, stepping  from the rear the hocks should 

be a firmer, stepping from the front the elbows should be firmer,  during movement she shows very good 

drive and reach through a firm back.  

 Very Good    

3. JAYSHELL JOKER AZ (*Enosch di Casa Nobili HD-ED(Imp. Italy) x *Jayshell Petra AZ)    

60cm. A large bitch who should be stronger in the bone, large ears, light eyes, good strength of the skull and  

only good foreface strength, good strength of the neck, high withers, firm back, just slightly short slightly  

steep croup, good fore and hind angulation, very good length of the foreleg, good chest development, stands 

correct viewed from the front, stepping just a little wide behind the hocks are firm, stepping just a little wide 

in the front elbows should be a little tighter, during movement she shows good drive and reach. I would like 

to see the reach a little more expansive  

Very Good  

4. *CH DEBBAR BELLA AZ  (*Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Ch. Debbar Varuni AZ)  61cm. Very 

large, black and gold well pigmented expressive bitch, eyes should be darker, stands  correct in front, good 

reach of  the neck, high withers, straight  firm back, short slightly steep  upper arm, good length of forelegs, 

deep hindquarter angulation, she should have more forechest  development, stands correct when viewed 

from the front, stepping correct behind, good hock  firmness, stepping correct in front elbows should be 

firmer, during movement she shows very  good drive but slightly restricted fore reach transmitted through a 

firm back.  

 Very Good  

5. *AMBALA PLAYBOY BUNNY AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenberg (Imp Deu)  x *Ambala Funky Miss HT)    60cm. 

Large, should be a little stronger in the bone, large ears, could be just a little higher set, good breadth of skull, 

good eye colour, good reach neck, high withers, firm back slightly short slightly steep croup, slightly short 

slightly steep upper arm, good fore slightly short underchest, very good length of foreleg, stand correct in 

front, the thighs should be broader. Stepping correct behind good hock firmness, stepping correct in front 

however elbows are a little open.  During movement she shows very good drive and reach through a firm 

back a bitch that looks more impressive in movement that stance.  

 Very Good  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Open Bitch  

1.  *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Blackngold Honey Jumble AZ)57cm.  A 
medium size, outgoing and expressive, medium strong, typey, dry bitch of overall well balanced construction, 
dark mask and animated expression, good ear size and set, dark well shaped eyes, high withers, firm back, 
good length and lay of the croup, the upper arm should be just a bit better laid, good length of foreleg, 
pasterns should be firmer, very good hind angulation, balanced fore and underchest development, stands 
correct viewed from the front. Presented in very good condition and weight she steps correct behind with 
very good hock firmness, she steps correct in front with good elbow connection. During movement she shows 
very good drive and reach transmitted through a firm backline. Her movement is free, balanced and totally 
convincing. With special note of her size and balance in construction she represents the higher level of 
excellence.  
Excellent  
2. *AWESAMSHEP BRANDY AZ (*Zony vom Haus Gerstenberg aED (Imp Ger) x  Astasia Carma AZ)    
 61cm. A very large expressive bitch of good colour, ears are slightly close set, I would like to see the  stop a 

little more defined, good eye colour, slight roman nose,  good reach of neck, good withers,  firm back, the 

upper arm should be slightly better laid, too deep hind angulation, the croup should  be a little longer but 

well laid, very good length of foreleg, balanced chest formation, stepping behind  the hocks should be firmer, 

stepping correct in front with good elbow connection, during movement  she shows very good drive and 

reach through a firm back.  

 Excellent  

3. *ANDACHT PEPERY  AZ (*Pepe vd Zentieche aED  (Imp Deu) x *Andacht  Spanish Eyes AZ) A very 

large well coloured bitch who stands a little wide in front. The eyes should be darker, roman nose, good 

strength of neck,  high withers, firm back,  slightly short slightly steep croup, very good hind angulation, good 

length of the foreleg, good chest development. Stepping correct behind with good hock firmness, stepping 

correct in front with good elbow connection. During movement she shows very good drive but with slightly 

restricted forehand reach through a firm back.  

 Excellent  

4. *AMBALA FUNKY MISS AZ HT  (*Kwint vom Juerikstall HD-ED (Imp NDL) x *Ambalas Dollys Diva AZ)  

59cm. A large, medium strong, slightly long, dry, expressive bitch, good ear size and set, good eye  colour, 

stands correct when viewed from the front, strong neck, high withers, good back, good  croup, the upper 

should be longer and better laid, very good hind angulation, she should not be any  deeper, good forechest  

development, pasterns should be firmer, stepping correct behind good  hock firmness, stepping correct in 

front elbows are a little open. During movement she shows good drive and reach, the back should remain 

just a little firmer in the ligaments.  

 Excellent  

5. *ANDACHT GENE POOL AZ (*Ch. Fakir vom Heinrichplatz aED T.D. (Imp Deu) x *Andacht Spanish Eyes 

AZ) 59cm. Above medium size, strong substantial bitch with slightly large ears, standing correct viewed from 

the front, slight roll tip to the ears, strong neck, good withers firm back, good croup, the upper arm should 

be a little better laid and longer, very good hind angulation, good fore and underchest development, stands 

correct viewed from the front.  Slight curvature over the backline, steps correct behind good hock firmness, 

steps correct in front, good elbow connection. During movement she shows good drive and reach through a 

firm back.  

 Excellent    

6. *KANTENNA SO WHAT AZ (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)   61cm. A very 

large well coloured strongly pigmented expressive bitch with round eyes of good  colour, stands correct when 

viewed from the front, good reach of neck, high withers, firm back,  slightly steep slightly short upper arm, 

good chest development, she should not be any deeper in  hind angulation, good length of  foreleg, stepping 

behind the hocks should be a little firmer,  stepping correct in front the elbows should be a little tighter, 

during movement she shows good  drive with slightly restricted fore reach. There is a tendency to carry her 

neck just a little too high.  

 Excellent  

7. *CH ABELARA UNIQUE MISS AZ (*Ch. Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Andacht I Am Legion 

AZ) 59.5cm. A large medium size medium strong very well coloured well pigmented bitch whose ears should 

be higher set, eyes should be darker, stands correct viewed from the front, good reach of neck, good wither 

height, firm back, steep croup slightly steep upper arm should have a little more forechest development, 

good underchest development, very good length of foreleg. Stepping from the rear the hocks should be a 

little firmer, stepping from the front the elbows are quite open. During movement she shows good drive with 

a slight lifting action of the forelegs.  

 Excellent  

8. *CH LAVERANCE DELTA AZ (*Ch. Schneeberg Ultimately Cryptic AZ x *Jezlan Regina AZ) 

59cm Above medium size, medium strong, stretched bitch who should be a little more animated,  good eye 

colour, good reach of neck, high withers, back should  be a little firmer, good croup,  slightly short slightly 

steep upper arm, just a little too deep in the hindquarter, she should not be  any deeper in chest, the pasterns 

should be a little firmer, stepping correct behind with  good hock  firmness, stepping just a little wide in front 

with good elbow connection,  during movement she   shows good drive and reach however it should be more 

expansive. A bitch lacking in energy and enthusiasm.  

 Excellent  

    

 CHALLENGE BITCH    *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ    

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH  *AWESAMSHEP BRANDY AZ    

  

BEST STOCK COAT    *LABO vom SCHOLLWEIHER aED H-Neg SchHIII  (Imp. Deu)  

RESERVE STOCK COAT    *CH. INDIO DI CASA NOBILI HIT HD-ED H-Neg  (Imp Italy)    

  



Baby Puppy Dog LSC  

1. SURFIR APACHE REBEL  (Amberg Vocco AZ  x *Ch Druann Katch AZ)   

  Very Promising  

2. FAX MISSION IMPOSSIBLE  (*Ch Shernaa Pakros aEDH-Neg (Imp UK) x Ch. Fax Yr Summa AZ)    

   Very Promising  

Junior Dog LSC   

1. CH VOLSCARO SUMMER THUNDER AZ (*Ch. Siegen Suris Alfie AZ x *Volscaro Ciao Bella AZ) 64cm. Just 

above medium size, medium strong, well coloured, well-proportioned dog, dark eyes, good length of neck, 

wither should be more pronounced, firm back short steep croup, the upper arm should be a little longer, 

good hindquarter angulation, good length of fore leg, stands correct from the front, hocks should be a little 

firmer stepping away, stepping correct in front, the pasterns should be a little firmer during movement. 

During movement the drive and reach should be more expansive. The movement was quite unsettled.  

Very Good  

 Intermediate Dog LSC   

1.  AMBERG VOCCO AZ *Pepe vd Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu) x Amberg Yumi AZ)   

64cm. Above medium size, medium strong, very well coloured, well pigmented masculine dog, eyes  should 

be a little darker, ears should be just a little higher set,  stands correct in front, good  strength of neck, high 

withers, firm back, short steep croup, good length of foreleg, pastern should  be firmer, presented in good 

coat, stepping behind the hocks should be a little firmer, stepping  correct in front but the elbows should be 

a little tighter to the body, during movement shows good  drive and reach through a firm back, the reach 

should be just a little more extensive.  

 Very Good  

Open Dog LSC   

1. *SHERNAA PAKROS aED IPOII H.I.T. (IMP UK) (*Pakros vom Pendler aED x Shernaa Cookie aED)  

65cm. A large, strong, richly coloured well pigmented dog with very good expression and outlook.  Good 

breadth of skull, good strength of foreface, dark eyes, standing correct viewed from the front, strong neck, 

good withers, firm back, steep croup, the upper arm should be just a little longer, good chest development, 

very good hind angulation, good length of foreleg. Presented in very good condition, stepping correct behind, 

good hock firmness, stepping correct in front with good elbow connection. During movement he shows a 

powerful drive with very good forehand reach transmitted through a firm back.  

 Excellent  

2. *CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ (*Yester vom Feuermelder aED (Imp. Gmy) x *Denargun  

Kwacker AZ) 65cm. Large, strong, very well coloured, expressive dog who stands correct viewed  from the 

front, dark eyes, good ears size and set, plains of skull and foreface should be better  aligned, good reach of 

neck, withers should be a little higher, slight curvature over the back, slightly  steep croup, good fore and 

slightly short underchest, standing correct when viewed from the  front, stepping a little close behind, 

stepping correct in front the elbows should be tighter. During movement he shows good drive but with a 

slightly high stepping fore action.  

 Excellent  

  

CHALLENGE DOG    *SHERNAA PAKROS aED IPOII H.I.T. (IMP UK)  

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG  *CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ    

   

Baby Puppy Bitch LSC  

1.  SURFIR AINTNBODY GOTTIME FTHAT (Amberg Vocco AZ x *Ch Druann Katch AZ)  

  Very Promising  

Minor Puppy Bitch LSC  

1.  COSSOVANE TOUCH OF MAGIC (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark)  x *Cossovane Nadia  AZ)    

Above medium size, black and gold expressive puppy, high withers, good back firmness, croup  should be a 

little longer, puppy should not be any deeper in hindquarter angulation, slightly  short upper arm restricts 

forereach a little.  

 Very Promising  

Junior Bitch LSC  

1. ASTASIA VITARNI AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenberg  aED (Imp Deu)  x *Awesamshep Brandy AZ)   60cm. 

Double P1 upper right. Large, strong, expressive bitch whose eyes should be darker, stands correct when 

viewed in front, good reach of neck, withers should be higher, firm back, croup should be little longer, upper 

arm should be a little longer, good length of foreleg, good fore and  slightly short underchest, steps  correct 

behind good hock firmness, steps correct in front good  elbow connection, during movement shows very 

good drive and reach transmitted through a firm  backline.  Very Good  

2. AWESAMSHEP ELLI MAY  (AI)  (*Lararth Vegas HD-ED  x *Ch. Awesamshep Cassia AZ)    57cm. 

Medium size, medium strong bitch who should be a little more expressive and more  outgoing, large low set 

ears, eyes should be darker, powerful neck, withers should be higher,  firm back, slightly steep croup, good 

fore and hind angulation, good length of foreleg, balanced fore  and underchest development,  stands correct 

when viewed from the front. Steps close behind, stepping from the front the elbows should be more closed. 

During movement shows good drive and reach transmitted through a firm back.  

 Very Good  

 Open Bitch LSC  

1. *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ (*Calli vom Fiemereck aED SchH1 (Imp. Gmy) x *Freevale 

Secret Girl Stuff AZ) 59.5cm. A large, typey, dry, well coated, medium strong, very  expressive outgoing, highly 

animated bitch with good ears and ear set, good breadth of the skull and  foreface, very good eye colour, 

high withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup, slightly short  slightly steep upper arm, very good hind 

angulation, very good  length of foreleg, standing correct  when viewed from the front, steps correct behind 

with good hock firmness, steps correct in front the  elbows could be just fractionally tighter, during movement 

she shows very good drive and reach  through a firm back.  

 Excellent  

CHALLENGE BITCH      *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ  

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH    ASTASIA VITARNI AZ  

    



BEST LONG STOCK COAT  *SHERNAA PAKROS  aED IPOII H.I.T. (IMP UK)  

RESERVE LONG STOCK COAT    *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ  

 

BEST IN SHOW     

   

*LABO vom SCHOLLWEIHER aED H-Neg SchHIII  (Imp. Deu)  

RESERVE BEST IN SHOW 

Summary;  

  *CH. INDIO DI CASA NOBILI HIT HD-ED H-Neg  (Imp Italy)    

  

There were a number of beautiful dogs in the show and the atmosphere and management of the event was 

refreshing and a credit to the show committee and its President Sharon Ballantyne.  

Issues to be observed in breeding; There were far too many bitches standing on the absolute maximum 
size. The issue of the normalizing of the downward lumbar spine bend was discussed with exhibitors. Many 
exhibits are on the cusp or over angulated in the hindquarters. Large ears are increasing. Short upper arms 
predominated all classes.  
  

Louis Donald  



German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland 
Members Competition Rockhampton Sunday 14th August 2016 
Judge Mrs. Fay Stokes (NSW) 
 

Long Stock Coats 
Baby Puppy Bitch 
1. SURFIR AINTNOBODY GOTTIME FTHAT (*Amberg Vacco AZ x *Ch. Druann Katcha AZ) 
VERY PROMISING 
Intermediate Bitch 
1. ALMARJO BACARDI REMIX AZ (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Brynwood Bacardi Breezer AZ) 
2 years l0 months, 58 cm above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and 
proportions, very good pigment, good head and expression, dark masking and medium eye. High 
wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup.  Very good fore chest and underline with very 
good angulation of the fore and hindquarter with good breadth of thigh. Stands correct in front, 
stepping slightly cow hocked behind, correct coming.  Shows very good ground covering movement.  
VERY GOOD 
Open Bitch 
1. *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ (*Calli vom Fiemerick a ED (Gmy) x *Freevale 
Secret Girls Stuff AZ  
4 years 7 months 60 cm large, medium strong, richly pigmented bitch of very good type  and 
proportions with a very good head and expression, dark masking and eyes.  Stands with a high 
wither, firm back and well moulded croup.  Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter with 
very good fore chest and underline. Stands correct in front and steps correct coming and going.  
Shows far reaching ground covering effortless gait where she maintains her wither line and remains 
firm.  Shown out of coat today.  EXCELLENT 
 
BEST LONG STOCK COAT BITCH   *SUP. CH. AVALEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS ET AZ 
RESERVE LONG STOCK COAT BITCH ALMARJO BACARDI REMIX AZ 
 
Intermediate Dog  
1. CH. VOLSCARO SUMMER THUNDER AZ (*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ x *Volscaro Ciao Bella AZ) 
18 months, medium size, medium strong richly pigmented male of very good type and proportions, 
very good head and expression, dark masking and eyes.  Level withers, firm back and short croup.  
Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter, with good fore chest and underline.  Stands 
correct in front and steps correct coming and going. Displays very good ground covering gait.   
VERY GOOD 
Open Dog  
1. *AMBERG VACCO AZ (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED (Gmy) x Amerg Umi AZ) 
27 months, 63 cm medium size, medium strong, very richly pigmented dog of very good type and 
proportions with a very strong masculine head and expression, dark masking and eye colour and 
very good ear set.  Stands with a high wither, firm back into a well moulded just slightly short croup.  
Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter with very good breadth of thigh.  Very good fore 
chest development and underline.  Stands correct in front and steps correct front and rear.  In 
movement he displays an effortless far reaching movement where his wither line and firmness is 
maintained.  EXCELLENT 
 
BEST LONG STOCK COAT MALE   AMBERG VACCO AZ 
RESERVE LONG STOCK COAT MALE CH.VOLSCARO SUMER THUNDER AZ 
 
BEST LONG STOCK EXHIBIT   *SUP.CH. AVALEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS ET AZ 
 
 
 



STOCK COATS 
Baby Puppy Bitch 
1. KANTENNA DIAMOND LIL (*Labo v Schollweiher a ED (Imp Gmy) 

 x *Kantenna Venus De Milo AZ) Very Promising 
Minor Puppy Bitch 
1. KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Gmy) x *Kantenna Miss 

Underztood AZ) Very Promising 
2. KANTENNA LETS DANCE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Gmy) x *Kantenna Coz I Can AZ) 
 Very Promising 
Puppy Bitch 
1. CROSFIRE GUARDING MY ANGEL (Freevale Sky Lark ET AZ x *Crossfire Aim to Fame AZ) 
 Very Promising 
Intermediate Bitch 
1. CH. RHOSYN NEW PLAY THING AZ (*Hatto von Huhnegrab a ED (Gmy)  

x *Rhosyn Hot Koko AZ 
20 months 60 cm large, medium strong, richly pigmented bitch of very good type and proportions, 
with a very good feminine head and expression, dark masking medium eye colour. High wither, firm 
back well laid croup. Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter with good fore chest and 
underline.   Stands correct in front and steps correct. She shows far reaching effortless movement 
where her outline is maintained and the overall firmness is convincing. Carries her tail with a slight 
cast to the right.  VERY GOOD 
2. CH. EMJESTA PRETTY PROWLER AZ (*Pepe von der Zenteiche a ED (Imp Gmy) x Ch. Avahlee 

Pretty Girl On The Prowl AZ 
22 months 60 cm large, medium strong well pigmented bitch of very good type with a very good 
head and expression, dark masking and eye.  High wither firm back slightly short slightly steep croup. 
Good fore chest and very good underline. Good angulations of the forequarter where the upper arm 
should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  Stands correct in front, steps 
close going, correct coming.  Good movement but the reach should be free-er.  VERY GOOD 
Open Bitch 
1. *CH. KANTENNA COZ I CAN AZ (*Ch. Kwint v Juerikstill HD-ED (Imp Neth) x *Wilcol Itz 

Summertime AZ 
5 years 58 cm Medium size, medium strong slightly elongated bitch of very good type and very good 
pigmentation, very good feminine head and expression, dark masking and eye.  High wither, firm 
back, slightly short, slightly steep croup.  Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter, very 
good fore chest and underline.  Stands correct in front and steps correct.  Exhibits far reaching, free 
flowing ground covering movement where she maintains her outline and is absolutely firm and dry.  
Presented in top show condition.  EXCELLENT 
 
BEST STOCK COAT BITCH   *CH. KANTENNA COZ I CAN AZ 
RESERVE SOTCK COAT BITCH  CH. RHOSYN NEW PLAY THING AZ 
 
Minor Puppy Dog  
1. KANTENNA KARMA MAN (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Gmy) x *Kantenna Coz I Can AZ) 
VERY PROMISING 
Open Dog  
1. *SUP. CH. FREEVALE SKY LARK AZ ET (*Ch. Zamb vd Sandsteinkuste a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Ch. 
Freevale Envious Eyes AZ 
5 years 3 months 65 cm large, medium strong, black and gold male of very good type and 
proportions with a good masculine head and expression, good masking and eye colour.  Good length 
of neck into high wither, firm back and slightly steep croup.  Very good angulations of the fore and 
hindquarter with good length of foreleg.  Good fore chest and underline.  Stands correct in front, 
stepping correct going and coming.   Displays very good ground covering movement maintain his 
wither line.  EXCELLENT 



 
2. *CH. ASTASIA VOIGHT AZ (*Zony vom Haus Gerstenberg a ED (Imp Gmy)  

x *Astasia Pascha AZ) 
4 years 3 months 65.5 cm very large, strong well pigmented male of good type and proportions, with 
a strong masculine head and expression, dark masking and eye.  High wither, firm back and short 
steep croup.  Good angulations of the forequarter where the upper arm should be better angled, 
very good hind angulation. Good fore chest development and good underline.  Stands correct in 
front, stepping slightly wide going and correct coming. Shows good movement where the both the 
reach and drive could be a little more effective.  EXCELLENT 
 
BEST STOCK COAT DOG   *SUP. CH. FREEVALE SKY LARK ET AZ 
RESERVE STOCK COAT DOG  KANTENNA KARMA MAN 
 
BEST STOCK COAT   *CH. KANTENNA COZ I CAN AZ 
 
 
 
 
 
 



German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland 
Open Show Rockhampton Saturday 13th August 2016 
Judge Mrs. Gaye McNeill 
 
STOCK COATS 
Minor Puppy Dog 
1. KANTENNA KARMA MAN (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Gmy) x *Kantenna Coz I Can AZ) 
Intermediate Dog  
1. SHEZNOVA ZYMN AZ (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED (Imp Gmy)  x *Sheznova Solitaire AZ) 
Open Dog  
1. *SUP. CH. FREEVALE SKY LARK AZ ET (*Ch. Zamb vd Sandsteinkuste aED (Gmy) x *Ch. Freevale 
 Envious Eyes AZ 
2. *CH. ASTASIA VOIGHT AZ (*Zony v Haus Gerstenberg aED (Imp Gmy) x *Astasia Pascha AZ) 
3. Ch. WOLFONYX FREEDOM FIGHTER CDX RE AZ (*Zony v Haus Gerstenberg aED (Imp Gmy) x 
 Ch. Heiko Cookie Monster) 
Best Dog:  *SUP. CH. FREEVALE SKY LARK AZ ET   
Reserve Dog:     KANTENNA KARMA MAN 
 
Baby Puppy Bitch 
1. KANTENNA DIAMOND LIL (*Labo v Schollweiher aED (Imp Gmy)  

x *Kantenna Venus De Milo AZ)  
Minor Puppy Bitch 
1. KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Gmy)  

x *Kantenna Miss Underztood AZ) 
2. KANTENNA LETS DANCE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Gmy) x *Kantenna Coz I Can AZ) 
Puppy Bitch 
1. CROSFIRE GUARDING MY ANGEL (Freevale Sky Lark ET AZ x *Crossfire Aim to Fame AZ) 
Intermediate Bitch 
1. CH. EMJESTA PRETTY PROWLER AZ (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED (Imp Gmy)   

x *Ch. Avahlee Girl On the Prowl AZ) 
Open Bitch 
1. FREESTIEN QWACKED PEPPER AZ (*Ch. Jimmy vd Baruther Land a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Ch. Freestein 
 Panda AZ)  
 
Best Bitch: FREESTEIN QWACKED PEPPER AZ 
Reserve Bitch: KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK 
Best Stock Coat *SUP. CH. FREEVALE SKY LARK AZ ET   
 
Neuter Bitch 
1. *CH NEUT BHUCHAILLE HI FLYIN TULLY AZ (*Turbo v Casselswald a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Bhuchaille 
 Ramblin Rose AZ 
 
LONG STOCK COATS 
Intermediate Dog  
1. CH. VOLSCARO SUMMER THUNDER AZ (*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ x *Volscaro Ciao Bella AZ) 
 
 



Open Dog  
1. JATULL JUSTA GEM MAX (AI) AZ (*Ch. Uras von Trafalga a ED (Imp Gmy) x Neuter CH. Bhuchaille 

Hi Flyin Tully AZ)  
 
Best Long Stock Dog   CH. VOLSCARO SUMMER THUNDER AZ 
Reserve Long Stock Dog  JATULL JUSTA GEM MAX (AI) AZ 
 
Baby Puppy Bitch 
1. SURFIR AINTNOBODY GOTTIME FTHAT (*Amberg Vacco AZ x *Ch Druann Katcha AZ) 
Open Bitch LSC 
1. *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ *Calli v Fiemerick a ED (Gmy) x *Freevale Secret 
 Girls Stuff AZ 
2. *CH JAYKRI PEARL AZ (*Kantenna Simbas Pride AZ x *Jaykri Just a Dash CDX AZ) 
 
Best Bitch Long Stock Coat  *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ  
Res Bitch Long Stock Coat *CH JAYKRI PEARL AZ 
Best Long Stock Coat  *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ 
 
Neuter Dog LSC 
1. JATULL INDIAN SCOUT (AI) AZ (*Ch Uras von Trafalga a ED (Imp Gmy) x Neuter Ch. Bhuchaille Hi 

Flyin Tully AZ) 
 
BEST IN SHOW:   *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ  



 

German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland (Inc) 
State Breed Exhibition 11th September 2016 
Judge Mr. Russell Wenham (Qld) 
 

STOCK COATS 
MINOR PUPPY DOG 
1 JAYZSTYRKE GOLD ON FIRE (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Gmy) x *Andacht Pepery AZ)  
Dentition correct. Entire. Above medium size. Medium strong. Harmonious. Very well constructed male. With 
a very good outlook. Shows a high level of development for his age. Has a strong masculine head. Very good 
skull planes, desired eye colour and correct ear set. When viewed from the front he has straight frontlines. 
Very good forequarter angulation. With very good balance of foreleg to fore chest. Very good underline. Very 
good hindquarter angulation. Has high withers, firm back and very good moulding of the croup. He moves 
slightly narrow going, hocks should be a little firmer. He moves correct coming, elbows should b e a little 
tighter. In movement he displays very good ground covering gait, powerful hind thrust and very good reach. 
Very Promising 
2 KELINPARK MAGNUM (AI) (*Cobra d’Ulmental HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ)   
Dentition correct, entire. Large medium strong, compact, generally well-constructed male presented a little 
out of coat today. Strong masculine head. Very good skull planes, correct ear set. Slightly short neck. Level 
withers, firm back. Croup should be a little longer and better angled. Good forequarter angulation and very 
good length of foreleg. Slightly steep pasterns. Viewed from front shows straight frontlines, good underline. 
Good hindquarter angulation however the bones of upper thigh should be a little longer. Moves wide going, 
hocks should be firmer. Good coming, both pasterns and elbows should be tighter. In movement he displays 
very good ground covering gait, with good hindquarter thrust however ideally the forehand reach should be 
more expansive.  Very Promising 
3 KANTENNA KARMA MAN (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den) x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)  
Dentition correct. Entire. A large medium strong, slightly stretched well pigmented male. Presented a little out 
of coat today. Has a good head and expression however ideally eye should be a little darker. Slightly short 
neck. Level withers. Firm back, croup should be longer and better angled. Good forequarter angulation 
however the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Stands not quite correct in front. Good length of 
foreleg. Very good hindquarter angulation however, the thigh should be a little broader and the hock a little 
shorter. He moves correct going, hocks should be firmer. Correct coming, elbows should be tighter. In 
movement he displays good ground cover gait but reach and drive should be more expansive.  Very Promising 

PUPPY DOG 
 1 KAYGARR ARKO (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp. Nor)    
Dentition correct, entire. Large, medium strong, harmonious, dry, firm, well coloured male. Presenting an 
excellent picture in stance. He has a high level of development for age. Strong masculine head. Very good skull 
planes. Desired upper and lower jaw. Very good ear set. Correct length of neck, high withers, firm back. Has 
excellent length and mould of the croup. Stands with straight frontlines. Very good forequarter angulation. Yet 
to achieve final chest development. Very good length of foreleg. Very good underline. Hindquarters broad and 
well-muscled and angulation is correct. Moves correct going, hocks should be a little firmer. Moves correct 
coming elbows a little tighter. In movement he displays a very good sequence of steps, reach is expansive, very 
good hindquarter thrust however ideally the ligamentation of the back should be a little firmer Very Promising 

OPEN DOG 
1 *XARO von der PLASSENBURG a ED (Imp Gmy) (*Remo von Fichtenschlag a ED x *Wendy von Piste 
Trophe a ED 
Correct dentition. Entire. 65 cm.  Large, medium strong, harmonious, very well-constructed and well coloured 
male who presents an excellent picture in stance. Strong masculine head. Very good skull planes. Very good 
strength upper and lower jaw. Desired dark mask and very good eye colour. Correct length of neck, high 
withers, firm back. Croup is of very good mould but should be a little longer. Very good forequarter angulation. 
Correct foreleg. Straight frontlines. Good chest development. Very good underline. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Broad well-muscled thigh. Correct going with firm hocks. Correct coming with firm elbows. At the 
gait displays powerful far reaching movement with very effective hindquarter thrust and the back remains 
absolutely firm.  Excellent Merit 
  



2 *HEIKO ICE N FIRE AZ (*Ch. Gerry von Schacher aED (Imp Gmy) x Heiko Mags Allover AZ)  
65.5 cm. Slightly underdeveloped P3 upper left. Entire. Large, medium strong, harmonious, well coloured, well 
pigmented male. Presents a very good picture in stance. Strong masculine head, good skull planes, desired eye 
colour, ideally neck should be a little longer. High withers, firm back. Good length and lay of croup. Very good 
forequarter angulation. With correct chest development for age. Very good length of forearm. Straight 
frontlines, good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation. Broad thighs. Moves correct going, hocks should 
be firmer. Correct coming, elbows should be a little tighter. In movement shows very good ground covering 
gait with powerful hindquarter thrust and very good forehand reach and the back remains firm. 
Excellent Merit 
3 *CH KELINPARK HELLUVA REBEL AZ (*Ch. Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark  
Sinnamon AZ)   
Correct dentition. Entire. 66 cm. standing on the upper limit of size. Very large, medium strong, well-
proportioned male who presents a good picture in stance. Strong masculine head, good skull planes, good 
strength upper and lower jaw, correct length of neck, level withers, firm back. Croup should be a little longer 
and better angled. Good forequarter angulation, however the upper arm should be longer and better angled, 
yet to achieve final chest development. Stands not quite correct in front, good underline. Very good hind 
angulation, bones of upper thigh should be longer.  Moves correct going, hocks should be a little firmer, 
correct coming, elbows should be a little tighter.  In movement shows good ground covering gait, forehand 
reach and good drive, however ideally ligamentation should be firmer.   Excellent 
4 *LEISHJACLYN GOD DANCER AZ (*Ch. Nujaclyn Latin Dancer AZ x Leishjaclyn Nuyork Dancer AZ 
 65.5 cm. Correct dentition. Entire. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched, male of good type. Strong 
masculine head, very good skull planes, desired eye colour. Very good ear set. Slightly short neck. Level 
withers, firm back, croup good mould but should be longer. Not quite correct in front. Good forequarter 
angulation, however upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation 
however the bones of upper thigh should be a little longer. Moves correct going, hocks should be firmer, 
narrow coming, elbows and pasterns should be tighter. At the gait shows good ground covering gait however 
he has a slightly shallow underchest and tends to fall on the forehand.  Excellent  

 
BABY PUPPY BITCH 
1 HEATHCOTE ONE KIWI MAGIC (Imp NZ) (*Acarya Quortoa Fakir x *Heathcote Famous Star)   

Very Promising 
2 BLUEMAX NISHKA (*Bluemax Say Bombs Away AZ x *Sunhaze Jimaica AZ) Very Promising 
3 GRANDSPY EVIL INTENTIONS (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Gmy) x Shepwest Standing Ovation AZ)   

Very Promising  

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 

1 JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Gmy) x *Andacht Pepery AZ)  
Double P1 upper right. Large, harmonious, well coloured female of very good type and outlook. Strong 
feminine head, good skull planes. Good strength of upper and lower jaw. Correct length of neck. High withers, 
firm back. Good length and mould of croup. Very good forequarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg. 
Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands with straight frontlines. Moves correct going, firm hocks. Correct 
coming elbows should be a little tighter. In movement she shows very good ground covering gait. Powerful 
hindquarter thrust and very good reach.  Very Promising 
2 KELINPARK MALTESER (AI) (*Cobra d’Ulmental aED (Imp Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ   
Dentition correct.  Large, medium strong, slightly stretched, female of good type presented a little out of coat 
today. Very good head and expression however ideally the stop should be more pronounced. Slightly short 
neck, level withers, slight rise over the back. Croup of good mould but should be a little longer. Good 
forequarter angulation, however the upper arm is long but should be better angled. Good length of foreleg.  
Stands not quite correct in front. Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation. Moves wide going, hocks 
should be firmer. Moves correct coming, elbows should be tighter. In movement she displays good ground 
covering gait however the wither line should remain a little higher and the hindquarter thrust should be more 
effective.  Very Promising 
 
 
 
 
 



3 CASTASTAR FALLON (*Ch. Jacknell Coz I’m TNT AZ x *Castastar Delilah HT AZ) Dentition correct. 
Large, medium strong, slightly stretched, harmonious bitch of good type and outlook. Strong feminine head, 
good skull planes. Ideally mask should be a little darker. Correct length of neck, high withers, firm back. Croup 
good mould but should a little longer. Very good forequarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Slightly steep 
pasterns. Stands not quite correct in front. Very good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going, hocks 
should be firmer. Correct coming, pasterns and elbows should be tighter. In movement she displays good 
ground covering gait with very good reach however ideally the hindquarter thrust should be more powerful 
and the ligamentation of the back firmer.  Very Promising 
4 KANTENNA LETS DANCE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark) x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)  
Dentition correct.  Large, slightly stretched medium strong, well coloured female of very good type. Very good 
head and expression. Dark masking and eye colour. Slightly short neck, level withers, firm back. Croup could be 
a little longer and better moulded.  Very good forequarter angulation. Good underline. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Moves correct going, hocks should be a little firmer. Slightly narrow coming, elbows should be a 
little tighter.  In movement she displays good ground covering gait, however the hindquarter thrust should be 
a little more effective.  Very Promising 

PUPPY BITCH 
1 ASTASIA ASHER (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Astasia Buffee AZ)   
Correct dentition. 60 cm. Large, medium strong, compact, harmonious, very well constructed female of good 
type. Strong feminine head, good skull planes, correct length of neck, high withers, firm back, croup has good 
moulding but should be longer. Good forequarter angulation. Correct length of foreleg.  Slightly steep pastern. 
Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going, with firm hocks Correct coming with 
firm elbows. In movement she displays very good ground covering gait The reach is expansive and the drive is 
powerful. Very Promising 
2 CROSSFIRE GUARDING MY ANGEL  (*Sup. Ch. Freevale Sky Lark AZ ET x Crossfire Aim to Fame AZ)   
Correct dentition. 59 cm. Large, medium strong, well coloured, well-constructed female of good type. Very 
good head and expression, desired eye colour, correct length of neck, high withers, good length and mould of 
the croup. Very good forequarter angulation. Good pronounced chest development. Very good length of 
foreleg. Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands with straight frontline. Slightly narrow 
going, hocks should be firmer. Moves narrow coming, elbows and pasterns should be a little firmer. In 
movement displays very good sequence of steps however, ideally the reach should be a little more effective.  
Very Promising 
3 LEISHJACLYN AUZZIE DANCER (AI) (*Ch. Leishjaclyn Latin Dancer AZ x Leishjaclyn Mazkara Dancer AZ)  
Correct Dentition. 60 cm Large med strong, slightly stretched female of good type presented a little out of 
coat. Strong feminine head. Good skull planes, desired eye colour, but mask should be darker. Correct length 
of neck, normal withers, firm back. Good length and mould of croup. Good forequarter angulation. Very good 
length of foreleg. Stands with straight frontline. Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation, ideally 
upper thigh bone should be longer. Moves slightly narrow going, hocks should be firmer. Correct coming, 
elbows should be tighter. In movement she displays good sequence of steps however ideally the hindquarter 
thrust should be a little more effective.   Very Promising 

JUNIOR BITCH 

1 HEIKO KIRRA LILLY AZ (*Gerry von Schacher aED (Imp Gmy) x Heiko Mags Allover AZ)   
Correct dentition. 60 cm. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched female of very good type. Presented a little 
out of coat today. Very good head and expression. Good skull planes, good strength of upper and lower jaw. 
Very good ear set. Correct length of neck, high withers, firm back, good length and mould of croup. Very good 
forequarter angulation. Correct chest development for age. Very good length of foreleg. Stands well with 
straight frontlines. Good underline. Broad and well-muscled thigh. Very good hindquarter angulation. Moves 
correct going, hocks should be firmer Correct coming, elbows should be a little tighter. In movement, displays 
very good ground covering gait with very good reach and powerful drive.  Very Good 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



INTERMEDIATE BITCH 

1 CH CASTASTAR EVITA HIT AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Gmy) x *Ch. Castastar Alexi ET PT AZ)  
Correct dentition. 62 cm.  Standing on the upper limit. Very large, strong, substantial, harmonious, generally 
well-constructed female of excellent type. Strong feminine head. Good head planes, good strength upper and 
lower jaw. Desired eye colour. Very good forequarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Correct neck, 
high withers, firm back. Very good length and lay of croup. Stands with straight front line. Good underline. 
Very good hindquarters, however she should not get any deeper in this area. Move correct going, hocks should 
be firmer. Correct coming, elbows should be a little tighter.  In movement displays very good ground covering 
gait with very good sequence of steps. The drive is powerful.  Very Good  

OPEN BITCH 

1 *ANDACHT PEPERY AZ (*Pepe vd Zentieche aED (Imp Gmy) x *Andacht Spanish Eyes AZ) 
Correct dentition. 60.5 cm Large, strong, dry, firm, well coloured, well-constructed female who presents a very 
good picture in stance. Strong feminine head. Very good skull planes, desired eye colour. Correct length of 
neck, high withers, firm back, good length and mould of croup. Very good forequarter angulation with correct 
chest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands with straight frontlines. Very good underline. Very 
good hindquarter angulation with broad thighs and short clean hocks. Moves correct going with firm hocks, 
correct coming with firm elbows. In movement she displays powerful far reaching gait, excellent hindquarter 
thrust and the back remains absolutely firm. Excellent Merit 
2 *ASTASIA ROXI AZ (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED (Imp Gmy) x *Astasia Holly AZ)  
Double P1 upper left. 61 cm. Large, standing on the upper limit of size. Medium strong, dry, firm, generally 
well-constructed female who presents a very good picture in stance. Strong feminine head, good skull planes. 
Desired eye colour, good upper and lower jaw. Good length neck, high withers, firm back. Very good length 
and lay of croup. Very good forequarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Slightly steep pasterns. Stands 
with straight frontline. Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going, hocks should 
be firmer, correct coming, elbows should be a little tighter.  At the gait shows very good sequence of steps, her 
drive is powerful and her reach is far reaching. Excellent Merit 
3 *CH KELINPARK BUTTERSCOTCH TD AZ (*Lawine Erasmus AZ x *Kelinpark Violet Krumble AZ)   
Correct dentition. 60.5 cm. Large, medium strong, well-proportioned female of very good type. Strong 
feminine head, good skull planes. Ideally the mask should be a little darker. Correct length of neck. High 
withers, firm back correct lay and length of croup. Very good forequarter angulation, however upper arm is 
long but should be better angled. Very good length of forelimb. Very good underline. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands with straight frontlines. Moves correct going with firm hock. Moves correct coming elbows 
should be a little tighter.  In movement she shows very good ground covering gait with powerful drive. Very 
good forehand reach and the back remains firm.  Excellent Merit 
4 *CH CASTASTAR ALEXI PT AZ (*Zony vom Haus Gerstenberg aED (Imp Gmy) x *Au & NZ Ch. Astasia  
Cinnamon RN ET HT AZ)  
Correct dentition. 60 cm. Large, strong, substantial, brood type female which presents a very good picture in 
stance. Strong, feminine head. Very good skull planes, desired eye colour, correct length of neck, level withers, 
firm back. Very good length and lay of croup. Very good forequarter angulation. Very good chest development. 
Stands with good straight front line. Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation however she should 
not be any deeper in this area. Correct going, hocks should be firmer, correct coming, both elbows and 
pasterns should be a little tighter.  At the gait shows powerful drive, very good forehand reach where the back 
remains firm. Excellent Merit 
5 *CASTASTAR DELILAH HT AZ (*Yester v Feuermelder aED (Imp Gmy) x *Castastar Alexi PT AZ)  
Slightly worn lower incisors.  61 cm standing on the upper limit. Very large strong, substantial, brood type 
female presented in a little heavy condition today.  Strong feminine head. Good skull planes, good strength 
upper and lower jaw. The ears tip back slightly. Correct length of neck, level withers, firm back. Croup of good 
length but laid a little flat. Very good forequarter angulation. Pronounced chest development. Good length of 
foreleg. Stand not quite correct in front. Slightly heavy underline. Very good hindquarter angulation, however 
she should not get any deeper in this area. Moves correct going, hocks should be firmer, correct coming elbows 
and pasterns should be tighter. In movement she shows very good ground covering gait with powerful drive 
and exemplary reach. Excellent 
 
 
 
 



6 *SHEPWEST STANDING OVATION AZ (Andacht Armando x Bronacre Tumbleweed Connection)   
Correct dentition. 60cm Large, strong, slightly stretched, female who should be a little firmer overall. Strong 
feminine head with good skull planes ideally the masking should be darker. Correct length of neck, level 
withers, firm back. Croup is a little short and steep. Good forequarter angulation, ideally upper arm should be 
a little better laid. Stands not quite correct in front, pronounced chest development. Slightly heavy underline. 
Good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going with firm hocks, slightly narrow coming, elbows should be 
tighter. In movement shows good ground covering gait with good forehand reach and good hindquarter thrust 
however the overall ligamentation should be firmer.  Excellent 
7 *KARALCIN CHELSEA AZ (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED (Imp Gmy) x Karalcin Dakota AZ HT)   
Correct dentition. 59.5 cm. Large, medium strong, generally well-constructed female of good type. Very good 
head and expression. Desired eye colour. Correct length of neck. Level withers, firm back. Croup should be 
longer and better angled. Good forequarter angulation, ideally upper arm should be longer and better angled. 
Very soft pasterns and long front feet. Good hindquarter angulation. Moves narrow going, loose hocks. Moves 
correct coming, both elbows and pasterns should be tighter. In movement shows good ground covering gait 
however the pasterns should be firmer on the move and she has a slight cast in her tail.  Excellent 
 

LONG STOCK COATS 

 
BABY PUPPY DOG 
1 VYTESS JAX (AI) (*Lararth Vegas HD-ED x *Vytess Trixie AZ) Promising 

MINOR PUPPY DOG 
1 FAX MISSION IMPOSSIBLE (*Ch. Shernaa Pakros aED (Imp UK) x Ch. Fax Yr Summa AZ) 
Dentition correct. Entire male. Above medium size, medium strong. Slightly compact. Well pigmented. 
Generally well-constructed male who should be a little stronger in foreface. Good ear set. Slightly short neck. 
Level withers. Firm back. Croup should be longer and better angled. Good forequarter angulation, ideally 
bones of foreleg should be a little longer. Good hindquarter angulation. Bones of upper thigh should be a little 
longer. Moves slightly narrow going, hocks should be firmer, moves correct coming, elbows should be tighter. 
In movement shows good ground cover however reach and drive should be more pronounced.  Promising 

INTERMEDIATE DOG 
1 *CH VOLSCARO SUMMER THUNDER AZ (*Ch. Siegen Suris Alfie AZ x *Volscaro Ciao Bella AZ)   
Correct dentition. Entire.  Large medium strong. Well coloured, well pigmented long stock coat male who 
presents very good picture in stance. Strong masculine head. Very good skull planes. Desired eye colour. 
Correct length of neck, level withers, firm back. Croup is of good mould but should be a little longer. 
Pronounced chest development. Very good forequarter angulation. Stands with straight frontline. Very good 
underline. Very good hindquarter angulation. Broad, well-muscled thigh. Moves correct going, hocks should be 
firmer. Correct coming elbows should be a little tighter. In movement shows good ground covering gait 
however ideally reach and drive should be a little more pronounced.  Very Good 

OPEN DOG  

1 *AMBERG VACCO AZ (*Pepe vd Zenteiche aED (Imp Gmy) x Amberg Yumi AZ) 
Double P1 lower right. 64 cm.  Ideal medium size. Strong, substantial, harmonious, well coloured, well 
pigmented male of excellent type. Strong masculine head, very good skull planes. Desired eye colour. Very 
good ear set. Correct length of neck, high withers, firm back, very good length and lay of croup. Very good 
forequarter angulation. Pronounced chest development. Very good length of foreleg. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands with straight frontlines. Moves correct going with firm hocks. Moves correct coming with 
firm elbows. At the gait he shows powerful thrust with very good sequence of steps and very good expansive 
reach.  Excellent Merit 

BABY PUPPY BITCH 
1 SURFIR AINTNBODY GOTTIME FTHAT (Amberg Vacco AZ x *Ch. Druann Katch AZ) Very Promising 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OPEN BITCH 
1 *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ (*Calli vom Fiemereck aED (Imp. Gmy) x *Freevale 
 Secret Girl Stuff AZ)   
Double P1 upper left. 59cm. Large, strong, substantial harmonious, extremely well-constructed female, 
presenting an excellent picture in stance. Strong feminine head, very good skull planes. Desired eye colour. 
Correct length of neck, high withers, firm back. Croup good mould but could be longer. Very good forequarter 
angulation. Very good chest proportion. Very good length of foreleg. Stands with straight frontlines. Very good 
hindquarter angulation. Broad, well-muscled thighs. Moves correct going, with firm hocks. Correct coming with 
firm elbows. In movement displays very good ground covering gait. The reach is expansive and the drive is 
powerful. The off lead gaiting performance was excellent for this female. Excellent Merit 
2 *ZELLBERG BLACK INDRA AZ (*Ch. Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED (Imp Italy) x *Zellberg Angel AZ)   
Correct Dentition. 60 cm.  Large, strong, well boned, generally very well-constructed female of very good type. 
Strong feminine head, very good skull planes. Desired eye colour, good strength of upper and lower jaw. Good 
length of neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Very good forequarter angulation. 
Pronounced chest development. Very good length of foreleg. Very good underline. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Broad well-muscled thigh. Moves wide going, hocks should be firmer Correct coming, elbows 
should be tighter. At the gait shows powerful hindquarter thrust, with very good reach where the back 
remains firm. Off lead gaiting performance was very good.   Excellent Merit 
 
 

 
 


